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(54) CORRECTION DEVICE AND CORRECTION METHOD

(57) Embodiments of this application provide a cor-
rection apparatus and a correction method. The correc-
tion apparatus includes a first adjustment module, a plu-
rality of second adjustment modules, a correction calcu-
lation module, and a plurality of non-ideal channels. One
second adjustment module is disposed on one non-ideal
channel. The first adjustment module is connected to
each non-ideal channel. The correction calculation mod-
ule is separately connected to the first adjustment module
and the plurality of second adjustment modules. The cor-
rection calculation module is connected to an output end
of each non-ideal channel. The non-ideal channel is such
a channel that an output signal output in response to a

drive signal has an error value. The first adjustment mod-
ule uniformly corrects error values of output signals of
the plurality of non-ideal channels. On each non-ideal
channel, the second adjustment module performs com-
plementary correction on an error value of an output sig-
nal of a non-ideal channel to which the second adjust-
ment module belongs, to correct a part that is of the error
value and that is not corrected by the first adjustment
module. The two adjustment modules cooperate with
each other, to improve efficiency of adjusting an error
value of a circuit signal.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the field of commu-
nications technologies, and in particular, to a correction
apparatus and a correction method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the prior art, there is often a circuit in which
a plurality of non-ideal channels is driven by using a single
signal channel. The non-ideal channel may be, for ex-
ample, a circuit architecture of nonlinearity, IQ imbal-
ance, channel flatness, a channel delay error, a channel
group delay ripple, and the like. Some elements in the
circuit are easily affected by factors such as an environ-
ment and work in an abnormal state. Therefore, a signal
in the circuit may be interfered, and an interference signal
is introduced.
[0003] To enable the circuit to output a normal signal,
the signal in the circuit usually needs to be corrected. A
typical correction method is to dispose a correction circuit
between an input end of the single signal channel and
each non-ideal channel. A correction calculation module
in the correction circuit obtains, through calculation, a
correction parameter to adjust the global circuit, and then
sends the correction parameter to a correction unit on
the single signal channel, so that the correction unit uses
the correction parameter to adjust an obtained signal, to
adjust output signals of all the non-ideal channels and
alleviate interference from the interference signal.
[0004] However, in such a solution, differences be-
tween the non-ideal channels are not considered, and
signal correction is directly performed on the single signal
channel. Consequently, accuracy and efficiency of cor-
rection are not high.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of this application provide a cor-
rection apparatus and a correction method, to improve
efficiency of adjusting a circuit signal.
[0006] A first aspect of the embodiments of this appli-
cation provides a correction apparatus. The correction
apparatus includes a first adjustment module, a plurality
of second adjustment modules, a correction calculation
module, and a plurality of non-ideal channels. One sec-
ond adjustment module is disposed on one non-ideal
channel. The first adjustment module is connected to
each non-ideal channel. The correction calculation mod-
ule is separately connected to the first adjustment module
and the plurality of second adjustment modules. The cor-
rection calculation module is connected to an output end
of each non-ideal channel. The non-ideal channel is such
a channel that an output signal output in response to a
drive signal has an error value.
[0007] The correction calculation module is configured

to obtain a first adjustment parameter and a second ad-
justment parameter through calculation based on the out-
put signal of the non-ideal channel and a reference signal.
The reference signal is obtained based on the drive sig-
nal. The first adjustment module is configured to adjust
the drive signal based on the first adjustment parameter,
to uniformly correct error values of output signals of the
plurality of non-ideal channels. The second adjustment
module on each non-ideal channel is configured to adjust
a channel signal based on the second adjustment pa-
rameter, to correct a part that is of the error value and
that is not corrected by the first adjustment module. The
channel signal is a signal that is input to the non-ideal
channel after the first adjustment module adjusts the
drive signal.
[0008] In this way, according to the correction appara-
tus, the first adjustment module uniformly corrects the
error values of the output signals of the plurality of non-
ideal channels; and after the first adjustment module ad-
justs the signals, on each non-ideal channel, the second
adjustment module performs complementary correction
on an error value of an output signal of a non-ideal chan-
nel to which the second adjustment module belongs, to
correct a part that is of the error value and that is not
corrected by the first adjustment module. In this way, the
error values of the output signals of the plurality of non-
ideal channels are eliminated. The two adjustment mod-
ules cooperate with each other, to improve efficiency of
adjusting a circuit signal.
[0009] With reference to the first aspect of the embod-
iments of this application, in a first implementation of the
first aspect of the embodiments of this application, the
reference signal includes the drive signal and the input
signal of the non-ideal channel, the correction calculation
module includes a first calculation unit and a second cal-
culation unit, the first calculation unit is connected to the
first adjustment module, the second calculation unit is
connected to the second adjustment module, and the
second calculation unit is further connected to an input
end of the non-ideal channel. The first calculation unit is
configured to obtain the first adjustment parameter
through calculation based on the output signal of the non-
ideal channel and the drive signal. The second calcula-
tion unit is configured to obtain the second adjustment
parameter through calculation based on an output signal
and an input signal that belong to a same non-ideal chan-
nel. The two different calculation units are disposed on
the correction calculation module, and are respectively
configured to calculate the first adjustment parameter
and the second adjustment parameter. The first calcula-
tion unit and the second calculation unit may be disposed
separately or may be disposed on a same component,
so that the correction apparatus has more layouts.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect of the embod-
iments of this application, in a second implementation of
the first aspect of the embodiments of this application,
the correction apparatus may be applied in a scenario of
an HBF architecture. In this case, the first adjustment
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module is a digital predistortion module, the second ad-
justment module is a nonlinear adjustment module, the
correction calculation module is a hybrid beamforming
HBF predistortion calculation module, the first adjust-
ment parameter is a digital predistortion parameter, the
second adjustment parameter is an analog nonlinear cor-
rection parameter, the drive signal is a digital I/Q complex
signal, the non-ideal channel is an analog channel, and
the channel signal is a radio frequency signal.
[0011] The correction apparatus further includes a dig-
ital-to-analog converter and a plurality of power amplifi-
ers. One power amplifier is disposed on one analog chan-
nel. The power amplifier is connected to an output end
of the nonlinear adjustment module. An input end of the
digital-to-analog converter is connected to the digital pre-
distortion module. An output end of the digital-to-analog
converter is separately connected to the plurality of non-
linear adjustment modules. A factor in generation of the
error value of the output signal of the analog channel
includes nonlinearity of the power amplifier. The output
signal of the analog channel is an output signal of the
power amplifier. The HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule is configured to obtain the digital predistortion param-
eter and the analog nonlinear correction parameter
through calculation based on the reference signal and
the output signal of the analog channel. The reference
signal is obtained based on the digital I/Q complex signal.
The reference signal may be the digital I/Q complex sig-
nal, or may be the digital I/Q complex signal and the input
signal of the analog channel. The input signal of the an-
alog channel comes from the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0012] The digital predistortion module is configured
to perform predistortion adjustment on the digital I/Q
complex signal based on the digital predistortion param-
eter, to uniformly compensate for nonlinearity of the plu-
rality of power amplifiers. The nonlinear adjustment mod-
ule is configured to perform nonlinear adjustment on the
radio frequency signal based on the analog nonlinear
correction parameter, to compensate for a part that is of
the nonlinearity of the power amplifier and that is not com-
pensated by the digital predistortion module.
[0013] In this way, according to the correction appara-
tus, the digital predistortion module adjusts the digital I/Q
complex signal, and the nonlinear adjustment module on
each analog channel adjusts the radio frequency signal,
so that nonlinearity of the power amplifiers on the plurality
of analog channels can be compensated, thereby imple-
menting linearization of the power amplifiers and reduc-
ing or eliminating the error values of the output signals
of the analog channels.
[0014] With reference to the second implementation of
the first aspect of the embodiments of this application, in
a third implementation of the first aspect of the embodi-
ments of this application, the HBF predistortion calcula-
tion module is further configured to obtain the digital pre-
distortion parameter through calculation based on an out-
put signal of any analog channel and the digital I/Q com-
plex signal. The digital predistortion module uniformly

compensates for the nonlinearity of the power amplifiers
on the plurality of analog channels based on the digital
predistortion parameter, that is, compensates for a com-
mon part of the nonlinearity of the plurality of power am-
plifiers. Therefore, the HBF predistortion calculation
module only needs to obtain the output signal of any an-
alog channel, and the digital predistortion parameter ob-
tained by the HBF predistortion calculation module
through calculation based on the output signal of any
analog channel and the digital I/Q complex signal can be
used to compensate for the nonlinearity of the power am-
plifiers on the plurality of analog channels.
[0015] With reference to the second implementation of
the first aspect of the embodiments of this application, in
a fourth implementation of the first aspect of the embod-
iments of this application, the reference signal includes
the digital I/Q complex signal and the input signal of the
analog channel, the HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule includes a first calculation unit and a second calcu-
lation unit, the first calculation unit is connected to the
digital predistortion module, the second calculation unit
is connected to the nonlinear adjustment module, and
the second calculation unit is further connected to an
input end of each analog channel.
[0016] The first calculation unit is configured to obtain
the digital predistortion parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the analog channel and the
digital I/Q complex signal. The second calculation unit is
configured to obtain the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter through calculation based on an output signal
and an input signal that belong to a same analog channel.
[0017] The two different calculation units are disposed
on the HBF predistortion calculation module, and are re-
spectively configured to calculate the digital predistortion
parameter and the analog nonlinear correction parame-
ter. The first calculation unit and the second calculation
unit may be disposed separately or may be disposed on
a same component, so that the correction apparatus has
more layouts.
[0018] With reference to the second implementation of
the first aspect of the embodiments of this application, in
a fifth implementation of the first aspect of the embodi-
ments of this application, a switch module is further dis-
posed between the HBF predistortion calculation module
and output ends of the plurality of power amplifiers in the
correction apparatus. The switch module is configured
to select an output signal of one of the plurality of analog
channels in a time-division manner, so that the HBF pre-
distortion calculation module obtains the output signal of
the analog channel. According to a switching solution
using the switch module, the output signals of the plurality
of power amplifiers are fed back in a time-division man-
ner, and ideal correction performance can still be
achieved when a quantity of hardware channels is re-
duced.
[0019] With reference to the second implementation of
the first aspect of the embodiments of this application, in
a sixth implementation of the first aspect of the embodi-
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ments of this application, on each analog channel, the
correction apparatus further includes an analog gain ad-
justment module and/or an analog phase adjustment
module, the analog gain adjustment module and/or the
analog phase adjustment module are/is close to an input
end of the power amplifier, the analog gain adjustment
module is connected to the HBF predistortion calculation
module, and the analog phase adjustment module is con-
nected to the HBF predistortion calculation module.
[0020] The analog gain adjustment module is config-
ured to perform gain adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on an analog gain adjustment parameter,
so that gains of output signals of different analog chan-
nels tend to be consistent. The analog phase adjustment
module is configured to perform phase adjustment on
the radio frequency signal based on the analog phase
adjustment parameter, so that phases of output signals
of different analog channels tend to be consistent. The
gain adjustment parameter and the analog phase adjust-
ment parameter come from the HBF predistortion calcu-
lation module. In other words, the HBF predistortion cal-
culation module is further configured to obtain the analog
gain adjustment parameter and/or the analog phase ad-
justment parameter through calculation based on the out-
put signal of the analog channel. In this way, the gains
and the phases for the plurality of analog channels are
corrected, and beamforming directionality and nulling
performance can be ensured.
[0021] With reference to the second to the sixth imple-
mentations of the first aspect of the embodiments of this
application, in a seventh implementation of the first as-
pect of the embodiments of this application, the correc-
tion apparatus further includes an amplitude phase cor-
rection module, a plurality of transmit channels, and a
plurality of receive channels, the transmit channel and
the receive channel each are connected to an antenna,
the transmit channel is the analog channel, the receive
channel is an analog channel used to receive an antenna
signal, one end of the amplitude phase correction module
is connected to a port of the antenna, the other end of
the amplitude phase correction module is connected to
a channel on which a signal is output to the plurality of
transmit channels, and the other end of the amplitude
phase correction module is further connected to a chan-
nel on which a signal is obtained from the plurality of
receive channels. The amplitude phase correction mod-
ule is configured to: perform amplitude phase calibration
on the plurality of transmit channels, and perform ampli-
tude phase calibration on the plurality of receive chan-
nels. In this way, after the amplitude phase correction
module completes the amplitude phase calibration on
the transmit channels and the receive channels, the fore-
going HBF DPD calibration is performed, to obtain better
performance.
[0022] With reference to the seventh implementation
of the first aspect of the embodiments of this application,
in an eighth implementation of the first aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, the transmit channel and

the receive channel are packaged in a form of a chip, the
chip includes the transmit channel and the receive chan-
nel, and the amplitude phase correction module is sep-
arately connected to the transmit channel and the receive
channel by using a switching switch. The switching switch
is configured to connect the amplitude phase correction
module to the transmit channel and the receive channel
in a time-division manner, so that the amplitude phase
correction module performs amplitude phase calibration
on the plurality of transmit channels and performs ampli-
tude phase calibration on the plurality of receive channels
in a time-division manner. In this way, a same component
used when the amplitude phase calibration is performed
on the transmit channels and the receive channels may
be shared, thereby reducing components of the correc-
tion apparatus and reducing costs.
[0023] With reference to the seventh implementation
of the first aspect of the embodiments of this application,
in a ninth implementation of the first aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, a transmit channel and a
receive channel are packaged in a form of a chip, there
are a plurality of chips, and each chip includes a plurality
of transmit channels or a plurality of receive channels.
The amplitude phase correction module is configured to:
first perform amplitude phase calibration on the plurality
of transmit channels or the plurality of receive channels
in the chip, and then perform amplitude phase calibration
on the transmit channels or the receive channels in dif-
ferent chips. In this way, efficiency of amplitude phase
calibration can be improved.
[0024] A second aspect of the embodiments of this ap-
plication provides a correction method. The method is
applied to a correction calculation module in a correction
apparatus. The correction apparatus includes a first ad-
justment module, a plurality of second adjustment mod-
ules, the correction calculation module, and a plurality of
non-ideal channels. One second adjustment module is
disposed on one non-ideal channel. The first adjustment
module is connected to each non-ideal channel. The cor-
rection calculation module is separately connected to the
first adjustment module and the plurality of second ad-
justment modules. The correction calculation module is
connected to an output end of each non-ideal channel.
The non-ideal channel is such a channel that an output
signal output in response to a drive signal has an error
value.
[0025] The method in this implementation includes:
obtaining, by the correction calculation module, the out-
put signal of the non-ideal channel and a reference signal,
where the reference signal is obtained based on the drive
signal; then, obtaining, by the correction calculation mod-
ule, a first adjustment parameter and a second adjust-
ment parameter through calculation based on the output
signal of the non-ideal channel and the reference signal;
outputting, by the correction calculation module, the first
adjustment parameter to the first adjustment module, so
that the first adjustment module adjusts the drive signal
based on the first adjustment parameter, to uniformly cor-
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rect error values of output signals of the plurality of non-
ideal channels; and outputting, by the correction calcu-
lation module, the second adjustment parameter to the
second adjustment module on each non-ideal channel,
so that the second adjustment module on each non-ideal
channel adjusts a channel signal based on the second
adjustment parameter, to correct a part that is of the error
value and that is not corrected by the first adjustment
module, where the channel signal is a signal that is input
to the non-ideal channel after the first adjustment module
adjusts the drive signal.
[0026] In this way, according to the correction method
in this implementation, the first adjustment module uni-
formly corrects the error values of the output signals of
the plurality of non-ideal channels; and after the first ad-
justment module adjusts the signals, on each non-ideal
channel, the second adjustment module performs com-
plementary correction on an error value of an output sig-
nal of a non-ideal channel to which the second adjust-
ment module belongs, to correct a part that is of the error
value and that is not corrected by the first adjustment
module. In this way, the error values of the output signals
of the plurality of non-ideal channels are eliminated. The
two adjustment modules cooperate with each other, to
improve efficiency of adjusting a circuit signal.
[0027] With reference to the second aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, in a first implementation of
the second aspect of the embodiments of this application,
the reference signal includes the drive signal and the
input signal of the non-ideal channel, the correction cal-
culation module includes a first calculation unit and a
second calculation unit, the first calculation unit is con-
nected to the first adjustment module, the second calcu-
lation unit is connected to the second adjustment module,
and the second calculation unit is further connected to
an input end of the non-ideal channel. The obtaining, by
the correction calculation module, a first adjustment pa-
rameter and a second adjustment parameter through cal-
culation based on the output signal of the non-ideal chan-
nel and the reference signal includes: obtaining, by the
first calculation unit, the first adjustment parameter
through calculation based on the output signal of the non-
ideal channel and the drive signal; and obtaining, by the
second calculation unit, the second adjustment param-
eter through calculation based on an output signal and
an input signal that belong to a same non-ideal channel.
The two different calculation units are disposed on the
correction calculation module, and are respectively con-
figured to calculate the first adjustment parameter and
the second adjustment parameter. The first calculation
unit and the second calculation unit may be disposed
separately or may be disposed on a same component,
so that the correction apparatus has more layouts.
[0028] With reference to the second aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, in a second implementation
of the second aspect of the embodiments of this appli-
cation, the correction method in this embodiment of this
application may be applied in a scenario of an HBF ar-

chitecture. In this case, the first adjustment module is a
digital predistortion module, the second adjustment mod-
ule is a nonlinear adjustment module, the correction cal-
culation module is a hybrid beamforming HBF predistor-
tion calculation module, the first adjustment parameter
is a digital predistortion parameter, the second adjust-
ment parameter is an analog nonlinear correction param-
eter, the drive signal is a digital I/Q complex signal, the
non-ideal channel is an analog channel, and the channel
signal is a radio frequency signal.
[0029] The correction apparatus further includes a dig-
ital-to-analog converter and a plurality of power amplifi-
ers. One power amplifier is disposed on one analog chan-
nel. The power amplifier is connected to an output end
of the nonlinear adjustment module. An input end of the
digital-to-analog converter is connected to the digital pre-
distortion module. An output end of the digital-to-analog
converter is separately connected to the plurality of non-
linear adjustment modules. A factor in generation of the
error value of the output signal of the analog channel
includes nonlinearity of the power amplifier. The output
signal of the analog channel is an output signal of the
power amplifier.
[0030] The outputting, by the correction calculation
module, the first adjustment parameter to the first adjust-
ment module includes: outputting, by the HBF predistor-
tion calculation module, the digital predistortion param-
eter to the digital predistortion module, so that the digital
predistortion module performs predistortion adjustment
on the digital I/Q complex signal based on the digital pre-
distortion parameter, to uniformly compensate for non-
linearity of the plurality of power amplifiers.
[0031] The outputting, by the correction calculation
module, the second adjustment parameter to the second
adjustment module on each non-ideal channel includes:
outputting, by the HBF predistortion calculation module,
the analog nonlinear correction parameter to the nonlin-
ear adjustment module on each analog channel, so that
the nonlinear adjustment module performs nonlinear ad-
justment on the radio frequency signal based on the an-
alog nonlinear correction parameter, to compensate for
a part that is of the nonlinearity of the power amplifier
and that is not compensated by the digital predistortion
module.
[0032] In this way, according to the correction method,
the HBF predistortion calculation module obtains the dig-
ital predistortion parameter through calculation, to output
the digital predistortion parameter to the digital predis-
tortion module. According to the correction method, the
HBF predistortion calculation module obtains the analog
nonlinear correction parameter through calculation, to
output the analog nonlinear correction parameter to the
nonlinear adjustment module. The digital predistortion
module adjusts the digital I/Q complex signal, and the
nonlinear adjustment module on each analog channel
adjusts the radio frequency signal, so that nonlinearity of
the power amplifiers on the plurality of analog channels
can be compensated, thereby implementing linearization
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of the power amplifiers and reducing or eliminating the
error values of the output signals of the analog channels.
[0033] With reference to the second implementation of
the second aspect of the embodiments of this application,
in a third implementation of the second aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, the obtaining, by the cor-
rection calculation module, an output signal of the non-
ideal channel includes: obtaining, by the HBF predistor-
tion calculation module, an output signal of any analog
channel.
[0034] The obtaining, by the correction calculation
module, a first adjustment parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the non-ideal channel and
the reference signal includes: obtaining, by the HBF pre-
distortion calculation module, the digital predistortion pa-
rameter through calculation based on the output signal
of any analog channel and the digital I/Q complex signal.
The HBF predistortion calculation module only needs to
obtain the output signal of any analog channel. The digital
predistortion parameter obtained by the HBF predistor-
tion calculation module through calculation based on the
output signal of any analog channel and the digital I/Q
complex signal can be used to compensate for the non-
linearity of the power amplifiers on the plurality of analog
channels.
[0035] With reference to the second implementation of
the second aspect of the embodiments of this application,
in a fourth implementation of the second aspect of the
embodiments of this application, the reference signal in-
cludes the digital I/Q complex signal and the input signal
of the analog channel, the HBF predistortion calculation
module includes a first calculation unit and a second cal-
culation unit, the first calculation unit is connected to the
digital predistortion module, the second calculation unit
is connected to the nonlinear adjustment module, and
the second calculation unit is further connected to an
input end of each analog channel.
[0036] The obtaining, by the correction calculation
module, the output signal of the non-ideal channel and
a reference signal includes: obtaining, by the first calcu-
lation unit, the output signal of the analog channel and
the digital I/Q complex signal; and obtaining, by the sec-
ond calculation unit, the output signal of the analog chan-
nel and the input signal of the analog channel.
[0037] The obtaining, by the correction calculation
module, a first adjustment parameter and a second ad-
justment parameter through calculation based on the out-
put signal of the non-ideal channel and the reference
signal includes: obtaining, by the first calculation unit, the
digital predistortion parameter through calculation based
on the output signal of the analog channel and the digital
I/Q complex signal; and obtaining, by the second calcu-
lation unit, the analog nonlinear correction parameter
through calculation based on an output signal and an
input signal that belong to a same analog channel.
[0038] The two different calculation units are disposed
on the HBF predistortion calculation module, and are re-
spectively configured to calculate the digital predistortion

parameter and the analog nonlinear correction parame-
ter. The first calculation unit and the second calculation
unit may be disposed separately or may be disposed on
a same component, so that the correction apparatus has
more layouts.
[0039] With reference to the fourth implementation of
the second aspect of the embodiments of this application,
in a fifth implementation of the second aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, the obtaining, by the sec-
ond calculation unit, the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter through calculation based on an output signal
and an input signal that belong to a same analog channel
includes: obtaining, by the second calculation unit, a dif-
ference value through calculation based on the output
signal and the input signal that belong to the same non-
ideal channel, where the difference value is a difference
between an output signal of the power amplifier on the
analog channel and a preset output signal; and obtaining,
by the second calculation unit, the analog nonlinear cor-
rection parameter through calculation by applying a cas-
caded predistortion PD model to the difference value. In
this way, the second calculation unit can calculate the
analog nonlinear correction parameter.
[0040] With reference to any one of the second to the
fourth implementations of the second aspect of the em-
bodiments of this application, in a sixth implementation
of the second aspect of the embodiments of this appli-
cation, on each analog channel, the correction apparatus
further includes an analog gain adjustment module
and/or an analog phase adjustment module, the analog
gain adjustment module and/or the analog phase adjust-
ment module are/is close to an input end of the power
amplifier, the analog gain adjustment module is connect-
ed to the HBF predistortion calculation module, and the
analog phase adjustment module is connected to the
HBF predistortion calculation module.
[0041] The method in this implementation further in-
cludes:
obtaining, by the HBF predistortion calculation module,
the analog gain adjustment parameter and/or the analog
phase adjustment parameter through calculation based
on the output signal of the analog channel; then, output-
ting, by the HBF predistortion calculation module, the an-
alog gain adjustment parameter to the analog gain ad-
justment module, so that the analog gain adjustment
module performs gain adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on the analog gain adjustment parameter;
and outputting, by the HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule, the analog phase adjustment parameter to the ana-
log phase adjustment module, so that the analog phase
adjustment module performs phase adjustment on the
radio frequency signal based on the analog phase ad-
justment parameter.
[0042] After obtaining the analog gain adjustment pa-
rameter and the analog phase adjustment parameter
through calculation, the HBF predistortion calculation
module respectively outputs the analog gain adjustment
parameter and the analog phase adjustment parameter
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to the analog gain adjustment module and the analog
phase adjustment module. In this way, the gains and the
phases for the plurality of analog channels are corrected,
and beamforming directionality and nulling performance
can be ensured.
[0043] Another aspect of this application provides a
computer-readable storage medium. The computer-
readable storage medium stores an instruction. When
the instruction is run on a computer, the computer is en-
abled to perform the methods in the foregoing aspects.
[0044] Another aspect of this application provides a
computer program product including an instruction.
When the computer program product is run on a compu-
ter, the computer is enabled to perform the methods in
the foregoing aspects.
[0045] In the technical solutions provided in the em-
bodiments of this application, the correction apparatus
includes the first adjustment module, the plurality of sec-
ond adjustment modules, the correction calculation mod-
ule, and the plurality of non-ideal channels. One second
adjustment module is disposed on one non-ideal chan-
nel. The first adjustment module is connected to each
non-ideal channel. The correction calculation module is
separately connected to the first adjustment module and
the plurality of second adjustment modules. The correc-
tion calculation module is connected to the output end of
each non-ideal channel. The non-ideal channel is such
a channel that the output signal output in response to the
drive signal has an error value. The correction calculation
module is configured to obtain the first adjustment pa-
rameter and the second adjustment parameter through
calculation based on the output signal of the non-ideal
channel and the reference signal. The reference signal
is obtained based on the drive signal. The first adjustment
module is configured to adjust the drive signal based on
the first adjustment parameter, to uniformly correct the
error values of the output signals of the plurality of non-
ideal channels. The second adjustment module on each
non-ideal channel is configured to adjust the channel sig-
nal based on the second adjustment parameter, to cor-
rect the part that is of the error value and that is not cor-
rected by the first adjustment module, where the channel
signal is a signal that is input to the non-ideal channel
after the first adjustment module adjusts the drive signal.
[0046] In this way, before the signals of the plurality of
non-ideal channels are output, the first adjustment mod-
ule adjusts the drive signal based on the first adjustment
parameter, to uniformly correct the error values of the
output signals of the plurality of non-ideal channels in
advance, so that the first adjustment module performs
error adjustment for the first time on the output signals
of the plurality of non-ideal channels connected to the
first adjustment module. However, the non-ideal chan-
nels may be different, and the error values of the output
signals of the different non-ideal channels may be differ-
ent. The first adjustment module can only uniformly ad-
just the error values for the plurality of non-ideal channels,
that is, perform the same correction on the error values

for the plurality of non-ideal channels. Consequently, dif-
ferences between the error values for the plurality of non-
ideal channels cannot be corrected by the first adjust-
ment module. Therefore, after obtaining the channel sig-
nal that is input to the non-ideal channel after the first
adjustment module adjusts the drive signal, the second
adjustment module on each non-ideal channel adjusts
the channel signal based on the second adjustment pa-
rameter, to correct in advance the part that is of the error
value and that is not corrected by the first adjustment
module. In this way, complementary correction is per-
formed on the error value of the output signal of each
non-ideal channel, to eliminate the differences between
the error values for the plurality of non-ideal channels.
The first adjustment parameter and the second adjust-
ment parameter are obtained by the correction calcula-
tion module through calculation based on the output sig-
nal of the non-ideal channel and the reference signal ob-
tained based on the drive signal. The first adjustment
module and the second adjustment module respectively
obtain the first adjustment parameter and the second ad-
justment parameter from the correction calculation mod-
ule. In this way, according to the correction apparatus
and the correction method in the embodiments of this
implementation, the first adjustment module uniformly
corrects the error values of the output signals of the plu-
rality of non-ideal channels. In addition, after the first ad-
justment module adjusts the signals, on each non-ideal
channel, the second adjustment module performs com-
plementary correction on the error value of the output
signal of a non-ideal channel to which the second adjust-
ment module belongs, to correct the part that is of the
error value and that is not corrected by the first adjust-
ment module. In this way, the error values of the output
signals of the plurality of non-ideal channels are elimi-
nated. The two adjustment modules cooperate with each
other, to improve efficiency of adjusting a circuit signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0047]

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of an HBF
architecture according to an embodiment of this ap-
plication;
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a DBF
architecture according to another embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of an HBF
architecture according to another embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a correc-
tion apparatus according to another embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 5 is a method flowchart of a correction method
that is applied to the correction calculation module
in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4 according to an-
other embodiment of this application;
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FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a correc-
tion apparatus according to another embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B are a schematic structural dia-
gram of a correction apparatus according to another
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 8 is a method flowchart of a correction method
according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a correc-
tion apparatus according to another embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a cor-
rection apparatus according to another embodiment
of this application; and
FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of a cor-
rection apparatus according to another embodiment
of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0048] The embodiments of this application provide a
correction apparatus and a correction method, to improve
efficiency of adjusting a circuit signal.
[0049] In this specification, the claims, and the accom-
panying drawings of this application, the terms "first",
"second", "third", "fourth", and the like (if any) are intend-
ed to distinguish between similar objects but do not nec-
essarily indicate a specific order or sequence. It should
be understood that the data termed in such a way is in-
terchangeable in proper cases, so that the embodiments
described herein can be implemented in an order other
than the order illustrated or described herein. In addition,
the terms "include", "contain", and any other variants are
intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion. For exam-
ple, a process, method, system, product, or device that
includes a list of steps or units is not necessarily limited
to those steps or units expressly listed, but may include
other steps or units not expressly listed or inherent to the
process, method, product, or device.
[0050] The correction apparatus and the correction
method provided in the embodiments of this application
may be applied to a plurality of architectures. A feature
of these architectures is that a plurality of non-ideal chan-
nels are driven by a single signal. To be specific, the
architectures each include one channel for transmitting
a drive signal, and the channel is connected to the plu-
rality of non-ideal channels. The non-ideal channel is
such a channel that an output signal obtained in response
to a drive signal has an error value. A response from an
actual hardware circuit of the non-ideal channel within
an operating frequency band is not an expected fixed
value but is affected by a noise factor. After the non-ideal
channel obtains the drive signal, the output signal of the
non-ideal channel has the error value. The noise factor
includes but is not limited to one or more factors such as
a frequency (a frequency response), a time (a time
change and a memory effect), a temperature (a temper-
ature change), and a size of an input signal (nonlinear).

The non-ideal channel includes but is not limited to chan-
nels of nonlinearity, IQ (quadrature complex signal) im-
balance, channel flatness, a channel delay error, a chan-
nel group delay ripple, and the like.
[0051] All architectures having the foregoing features
may use the correction apparatus and the correction
method provided in the embodiments of this application.
To be specific, the architecture is decomposed into a
channel for transmitting a drive signal and a plurality of
analog channels, and adjustment is separately per-
formed on the channel for transmitting a drive signal and
the plurality of non-ideal channels, so that error values
of output signals of the non-ideal channels are corrected.
Such a model decomposition manner can reduce re-
source consumption and improve correction perform-
ance. In addition, correction parts of the non-ideal chan-
nels can reduce differences between the non-ideal chan-
nels, to further improve correction performance.
[0052] The embodiments of this application focus on
correction for a non-ideal channel. Some specific sce-
narios for the non-ideal channel are described as follows:

(1) Nonlinearity: The nonlinearity is introduced due
to an inherent feature of a semiconductor. For ex-
ample, a volt-ampere response curve of a diode or
a triode is not a straight line, but reflects that an output
signal/input signal does not keep constant after en-
tering a nonlinear operating interval.
(2) IQ imbalance: The IQ imbalance is caused be-
cause amplitudes and phases of two IQ signals do
not match.
(3) Channel flatness: A cause for the channel flat-
ness is inability to ensure that an impedance is ideally
50 ohms in a wideband range. Echo superposition
of cascaded parts causes a ripple of a frequency
response. In addition, due to an inherent operating
bandwidth (a semiconductor technique) of an active
amplifier and the like, a gain decreases as a frequen-
cy increases.
(4) Delay error: The delay error is mainly introduced
due to a component, a cable layout, and the like.
Different channels pass through different compo-
nents, filters, and microstrip layouts. A signal cable
layout length difference directly corresponds to a de-
lay difference. The group delay ripple is used to in-
dicate a phase distortion degree of a channel. A main
factor is a filter in a channel, and other factors include
echo superposition deterioration caused due to
matching of stages of components and layouts.

[0053] To intuitively describe the correction apparatus
and the correction method provided in the embodiments
of this application, the following provides a detailed de-
scription by using scenarios of a non-ideal channel hav-
ing nonlinearity. The ideal channel having the nonlinear-
ity may be, for example, an analog channel. For ease of
understanding of the following description, one of the
scenarios of the non-ideal channel having nonlinearity,
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namely, an HBF (Hybrid Beamforming, hybrid beam-
forming) architecture, is first described herein.
[0054] For a structure of the HBF architecture, refer to
FIG. 1. The HBF architecture includes a digital channel
and a plurality of analog channels connected to the digital
channel. An output end of the analog channel is connect-
ed to an antenna. The analog channel includes a power
amplifier. Because the power amplifier has nonlinearity,
the analog channel has nonlinearity. In other words, after
the analog channel obtains a drive signal, an output re-
sponse of the analog channel has nonlinearity.
[0055] The nonlinearity of the power amplifier indicates
that: nonlinear distortion is gradually generated as an
input power of the power amplifier increases, and further
a new frequency component is generated, affecting sig-
nal quality and interfering with another device.
[0056] Linearization of the power amplifier means al-
leviating impact of nonlinearity on radio frequency per-
formance by using various means, and maintaining rel-
atively high amplifier efficiency as much as possible.
[0057] A signal obtained by the analog channel in the
embodiments of this application is a radio frequency sig-
nal. Therefore, the power amplifier disposed on the an-
alog channel may be a radio frequency power amplifier.
[0058] Conventional channel linearization technolo-
gies are all applied to a single channel. Main methods
include a power back-off technology, an analog predis-
tortion technology, and a DPD (Digital Pre-Distortion, dig-
ital predistortion) technology. The digital predistortion
technology can not only greatly improve device efficien-
cy, but also can ensure relatively good signal quality.
Therefore, the digital predistortion technology is most
widely applied.
[0059] As a wireless technology evolves, a lineariza-
tion technology for a multi-channel architecture is re-
quired due to application of a MIMO (Multi-Input Multi-
Output, multiple-input multiple-output) technology. MI-
MO in the 3rd/4th mobile communications systems wide-
ly uses a DBF (Digital Beamforming, digital beamform-
ing) architecture. Therefore, linearization of a multi-chan-
nel architecture can be implemented through simple ex-
tension of a single-channel architecture.
[0060] With further evolution of 5G (5th generation mo-
bile networks, 5th generation mobile communications
system) and application of a millimeter wave and a large-
scale antenna array, if the DBF architecture is still used,
a quantity of transmit channels of a transmitter increases
sharply, and device costs/power consumption is hardly
bearable. To reduce implementation costs of the trans-
mitter, the quantity of transmit channels needs to be re-
duced, and the HBF architecture becomes a research
focus of 5G. To improve output linearity and efficiency of
the power amplifier in the hybrid beamforming architec-
ture, it is necessary to research on a method for correct-
ing distortion of a plurality of power amplifiers in this ar-
chitecture. It is of great application and research value
to technical evolution of the transmitter in the 5G system.
[0061] For a schematic diagram of the DBF architec-

ture, refer to FIG. 2. For the schematic diagram of the
HBF architecture, refer to FIG. 1.
[0062] For detailed illustration of the HBF architecture,
refer to FIG. 3. As shown in FIG. 3, beamforming and
MIMO in a device of the HBF architecture are implement-
ed through two-level weighting. A first level is digital
weighting, and a second level may be analog weighting
or digital weighting. NRF quantity ≤ PA quantity ≤ antenna
quantity, where NRF is a small-signal analog channel.
[0063] The device of the HBF architecture includes the
following network elements:

a wireless communications device, which completes
analog signal filtering, analog signal amplification,
mutual conversion between an analog signal and a
digital signal, digital processing of a receive signal
and a transmit signal, and the like;
a PA (Power Amplifier, power amplifier), configured
to amplify and output a high-power radio frequency
signal; and
a digital signal transmitter, configured to generate a
multi-channel digital baseband I/Q signal.

[0064] With reference to the foregoing content, the fol-
lowing describes the correction apparatus and the cor-
rection method in the embodiments of this application in
detail.
[0065] FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a
correction apparatus according to an embodiment of this
application. As shown in FIG. 4, the correction apparatus
includes a first adjustment module, a plurality of second
adjustment modules, a correction calculation module,
and a plurality of non-ideal channels. One second ad-
justment module is disposed on one non-ideal channel.
The first adjustment module is connected to each non-
ideal channel. The correction calculation module is sep-
arately connected to the first adjustment module and the
plurality of second adjustment modules. The correction
calculation module is connected to an output end of each
non-ideal channel. The non-ideal channel is such a chan-
nel that an output signal output in response to a drive
signal has an error value. There are a plurality of factors
that cause the error value of the output signal of the non-
ideal channel, for example, an ambient temperature and
a circuit cable layout length. For details, refer to the fore-
going descriptions of some specific scenarios of the non-
ideal channel.
[0066] The correction calculation module is configured
to obtain a first adjustment parameter and a second ad-
justment parameter through calculation based on the out-
put signal of the non-ideal channel and a reference signal.
The reference signal is obtained based on the drive sig-
nal. The reference signal may be the drive signal or a
signal from the drive signal. The first adjustment module
is configured to adjust the drive signal based on the first
adjustment parameter, to uniformly correct error values
of output signals of the plurality of non-ideal channels.
The second adjustment module on each non-ideal chan-
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nel is configured to adjust a channel signal based on the
second adjustment parameter, to correct a part that is of
the error value and that is not corrected by the first ad-
justment module. The channel signal is a signal that is
input to the non-ideal channel after the first adjustment
module adjusts the drive signal. In the correction appa-
ratus, signals first pass through the first adjustment mod-
ule, and are adjusted by the first adjustment module; and
then, separately enter different non-ideal channels, and
are adjusted by the second adjustment modules on the
non-ideal channels, so that the output signals are output
from the non-ideal channels in response to the signals
adjusted by the first adjustment module and the second
adjustment module.
[0067] A channel on which the first adjustment module
is located may be referred to as a drive channel. The
drive channel is connected to the plurality of non-ideal
channels, and provides channel signals for the plurality
of non-ideal channels.
[0068] The correction calculation module in the correc-
tion apparatus further performs a correction method. As
shown in FIG. 5, the method includes the following steps.
[0069] Step 501: The correction calculation module ob-
tains the output signal of the non-ideal channel and the
reference signal.
[0070] The reference signal is obtained based on the
drive signal. The reference signal may be, for example,
a drive signal obtained by a digital predistortion module,
or the parameter signal includes the drive signal and the
input signal of the non-ideal channel. The input signal of
the non-ideal channel comes from the drive signal ad-
justed by the first adjustment module.
[0071] Step 502: The correction calculation module ob-
tains the first adjustment parameter and the second ad-
justment parameter through calculation based on the out-
put signal of the non-ideal channel and the reference
signal.
[0072] The output signal of the non-ideal channel is an
actual output signal of the non-ideal channel. The refer-
ence signal belongs to a signal that has not yet been
input to the non-ideal channel. On the non-ideal channel,
the output signal is obtained based on the reference sig-
nal, so that a preset output signal of the non-ideal channel
can be obtained based on the reference signal. The pre-
set output signal is an output signal that does not have
an error value on the non-ideal channel. Therefore, cor-
rection parameters: the first adjustment parameter and
the second adjustment parameter are obtained based on
the preset output signal and the actual output signal of
the non-ideal channel.
[0073] In some embodiments of this application, the
reference signal includes the drive signal. The correction
calculation may obtain the first adjustment parameter and
the second adjustment parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the non-ideal channel and
the drive signal obtained by the first adjustment module.
[0074] In some embodiments of this application, the
reference signal includes the drive signal and the input

signal of the non-ideal channel. The correction calcula-
tion may obtain the first adjustment parameter through
calculation based on the output signal of the non-ideal
channel and the drive signal obtained by the first adjust-
ment module, and the correction calculation module may
obtain the second adjustment parameter through calcu-
lation based on an output signal and an input signal that
belong to a same non-ideal channel.
[0075] It may be understood that, different non-ideal
channels may have different second adjustment param-
eters. The first adjustment module is connected to the
plurality of non-ideal channels, the first adjustment mod-
ule adjusts a same error value of the plurality of non-ideal
channels by adjusting the drive signal, and after the ad-
justment performed by the first adjustment module, the
second adjustment module further adjusts an error value
of a non-ideal channel to which the second adjustment
module belongs. Therefore, the correction calculation
module may output different second adjustment param-
eters to different non-ideal channels. To be specific, the
correction calculation needs to obtain different second
adjustment parameters through calculation based on pa-
rameters (for example, output signals or input signals) of
different non-ideal channels and output the second ad-
justment parameters to corresponding non-ideal chan-
nels.
[0076] Step 503: The correction calculation module
outputs the first adjustment parameter to the first adjust-
ment module.
[0077] The correction calculation module outputs the
first adjustment parameter to the first adjustment module,
so that the first adjustment module adjusts the drive sig-
nal based on the first adjustment parameter, to uniformly
correct the error values of the output signals of the plu-
rality of non-ideal channels.
[0078] Step 504: The correction calculation module
outputs the second adjustment parameter to the second
adjustment module on each non-ideal channel.
[0079] The correction calculation module outputs the
second adjustment parameter to the second adjustment
module on each non-ideal channel, so that the second
adjustment module on each non-ideal channel adjusts
the channel signal based on the second adjustment pa-
rameter, to correct a part that is of the error value and
that is not corrected by the first adjustment module. The
channel signal is a signal that is input to the non-ideal
channel after the first adjustment module adjusts the
drive signal.
[0080] In this way, before the signals of the plurality of
non-ideal channels are output, the first adjustment mod-
ule adjusts the drive signal based on the first adjustment
parameter, to uniformly correct the error values of the
output signals of the plurality of non-ideal channels in
advance, so that the first adjustment module performs
error adjustment for the first time on the output signals
of the plurality of non-ideal channels connected to the
first adjustment module. However, the non-ideal chan-
nels may be different, and the error values of the output
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signals of the different non-ideal channels may be differ-
ent. The first adjustment module can only uniformly ad-
just the error values for the plurality of non-ideal channels,
that is, perform the same correction on the error values
for the plurality of non-ideal channels. Consequently, dif-
ferences between the error values for the plurality of non-
ideal channels cannot be corrected by the first adjust-
ment module. Therefore, after obtaining the channel sig-
nal that is input to the non-ideal channel after the first
adjustment module adjusts the drive signal, the second
adjustment module on each non-ideal channel adjusts
the channel signal based on the second adjustment pa-
rameter, to correct in advance the part that is of the error
value and that is not corrected by the first adjustment
module. In this way, complementary correction is per-
formed on the error value of the output signal of each
non-ideal channel, to eliminate the differences between
the error values for the plurality of non-ideal channels.
The first adjustment parameter and the second adjust-
ment parameter are obtained by the correction calcula-
tion module through calculation based on the output sig-
nal of the non-ideal channel and the reference signal ob-
tained based on the drive signal. The first adjustment
module and the second adjustment module respectively
obtain the first adjustment parameter and the second ad-
justment parameter from the correction calculation mod-
ule. In this way, according to the correction apparatus
and the correction method in the embodiments of this
implementation, the first adjustment module uniformly
corrects the error values of the output signals of the plu-
rality of non-ideal channels. In addition, after the first ad-
justment module adjusts the signals, on each non-ideal
channel, the second adjustment module performs com-
plementary correction on the error value of the output
signal of a non-ideal channel to which the second adjust-
ment module belongs, to correct the part that is of the
error value and that is not corrected by the first adjust-
ment module. In this way, the error values of the output
signals of the plurality of non-ideal channels are elimi-
nated. The two adjustment modules cooperate with each
other, to improve efficiency of adjusting a circuit signal.
[0081] Signal adjustment performed by the first adjust-
ment module and the second adjustment module belongs
to pre-adjustment. In other words, before the signal of
the non-ideal channel is output, the signal of the correc-
tion apparatus is adjusted, so that a signal with a reduced
error value is output on the non-ideal channel based on
the adjusted signal. For example, if an output response
of a non-ideal channel is not made based on the signal
pre-adjusted by the first adjustment module and the sec-
ond adjustment module, an error value of the output sig-
nal of the non-ideal channel is an increase of a preset
value X when being affected by a noise factor. However,
after the correction apparatus provided in this embodi-
ment of this application is used, the signal in the correc-
tion apparatus is pre-adjusted by the first adjustment
module and the second adjustment module. In this case,
if the non-ideal channel is not affected by the noise factor,

the error value of the output signal of the non-ideal chan-
nel based on the pre-adjusted signal is a decrease of a
preset value X. Therefore, pre-adjustment operations of
the first adjustment module and the second adjustment
module may alleviate impact of the noise factor on an
output result. The error value of the output signal of the
non-ideal channel based on the signal pre-adjusted by
the first adjustment module and the second adjustment
module is neutralized in the effect of the noise factor, to
reduce or eliminate the error value.
[0082] To pre-adjust the signal, the first adjustment
module needs to obtain the first adjustment parameter,
to adjust the obtained drive signal based on the first ad-
justment parameter. The first adjustment module needs
to obtain the first adjustment parameter from the correc-
tion calculation module. The correction calculation mod-
ule obtains the first adjustment parameter through cal-
culation based on the output signal of the non-ideal chan-
nel and the reference signal. The reference signal is ob-
tained based on the drive signal. In this case, the refer-
ence signal may be the drive signal obtained by the first
adjustment module.
[0083] The second adjustment module needs to obtain
the second adjustment parameter, to adjust the channel
signal based on the second adjustment parameter. The
second adjustment module needs to obtain the second
adjustment parameter from the correction calculation
module. The correction calculation module may obtain
the second adjustment parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the non-ideal channel and
the reference signal. In this case, in some embodiments,
the reference signal is the drive signal obtained by the
first adjustment module. In some embodiments, the ref-
erence signal is the input signal of the non-ideal channel,
and the input signal of the non-ideal channel comes from
the drive signal adjusted by the first adjustment module.
[0084] To be specific, the correction calculation mod-
ule analyzes the output signal of the non-ideal channel
and the reference signal, determines whether the output
signal of the non-ideal channel has the error value and
how to adjust the error value, indicates, by using the first
and the second adjustment parameters, information
about adjusting the error value, outputs the first adjust-
ment parameter to the first adjustment module, and out-
puts the second adjustment parameter to the second ad-
justment module. The two adjustment modules may ad-
just the signal, and accurately correct the error value of
the output signal of the non-ideal channel.
[0085] The correction calculation module is specifically
implemented in a plurality of manners, for example, in an
integrated manner or in a separated manner. In the inte-
grated manner, the correction calculation module may
obtain the first adjustment parameter and the second ad-
justment parameter through calculation on a same mod-
ule. For example, the correction calculation module is a
chip. In the separated manner, the correction calculation
module may include two calculation units. One calcula-
tion unit is configured to calculate the first adjustment
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parameter, and the other calculation unit is configured to
calculate the second adjustment parameter.
[0086] For a solution of the correction calculation mod-
ule implemented in the separated manner, refer to FIG.
6. Details are described as follows:
In this case, the reference signal includes the drive signal
and the input signal of the non-ideal channel. The cor-
rection calculation module includes a first calculation unit
and a second calculation unit. The first calculation unit
is connected to the first adjustment module. The second
calculation unit is connected to the second adjustment
module, and the second calculation unit is further con-
nected to an input end of the non-ideal channel.
[0087] The first calculation unit is configured to obtain
the first adjustment parameter through calculation based
on the output signal of the non-ideal channel and the
drive signal. The second calculation unit is configured to
obtain the second adjustment parameter through calcu-
lation based on an output signal and an input signal that
belong to a same non-ideal channel.
[0088] It may be understood that the first calculation
unit and the second calculation unit may be independent
of each other and are not connected with a line, or the
first calculation unit and the second calculation unit may
be connected to each other with and exchange data, to
cooperate with each other to more accurately calculate
the first adjustment parameter and the second adjust-
ment parameter.
[0089] FIG. 6 shows only one non-ideal channel. For
a case of another non-ideal channel, refer to the case of
the non-ideal channel shown in FIG. 6. That is, the sec-
ond adjustment module on each non-ideal channel is
connected to the second calculation unit. In some em-
bodiments, there may be one second calculation unit,
and the second calculation unit may be connected to a
plurality of second adjustment modules and connected
to input ends and output ends of the plurality of non-ideal
channels. The second calculation unit obtains the second
adjustment parameter through calculation based on the
output signal and the input signal that belong to the same
non-ideal channel; and then outputs, to the second ad-
justment module on the non-ideal channel, the second
adjustment parameter obtained based on the signal of
the non-ideal channel. In some embodiments, the cor-
rection calculation module may include a plurality of sec-
ond calculation units. To be specific, one second calcu-
lation unit is configured for the second adjustment mod-
ule on each non-ideal channel. One non-ideal channel
is used as an example. A target second calculation unit
is connected to an input end and an output end of a target
non-ideal channel. The target second calculation unit is
further connected to a target second adjustment module
on the target non-ideal channel. The target second cal-
culation unit obtains a second adjustment parameter
through calculation based on an output signal and an
input signal of the target non-ideal channel, and then out-
puts the second adjustment parameter to the target sec-
ond adjustment module, so that the second adjustment

module adjusts an error value on the target non-ideal
channel based on the second adjustment parameter.
[0090] In some embodiments of this application, the
second calculation unit may not be connected to the input
end of the non-ideal channel. In this case, the second
calculation unit cooperates with the first calculation unit,
and obtains a second adjustment parameter applicable
to the target non-ideal channel through calculation based
on the drive signal and the output signal of the target non-
ideal channel. For example, the second calculation ob-
tains a preset output signal of the target non-ideal chan-
nel through calculation based on the drive signal; com-
pares the preset output signal with an actual output signal
of the non-ideal channel to obtain a value that needs to
be adjusted; then obtains a correction parameter of the
first calculation unit for the drive signal, for example, the
first adjustment parameter; and obtains the second ad-
justment parameter through calculation based on the cor-
rection parameter and the value that needs to be adjust-
ed.
[0091] In some embodiments of this application, when
the first calculation unit and the second calculation unit
are integrated on a same component, with reference to
the foregoing description, the correction calculation mod-
ule may be connected to the input end of each non-ideal
channel, or may not be connected to the input end.
[0092] Correspondingly, in the correction method in
the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the step in which the
correction calculation module obtains the first adjustment
parameter and the second adjustment parameter
through calculation based on the output signal of the non-
ideal channel and the reference signal includes:
obtaining, by the first calculation unit, the first adjustment
parameter through calculation based on the output signal
of the non-ideal channel and the drive signal; and obtain-
ing, by the second calculation unit, the second adjust-
ment parameter through calculation based on the output
signal and the input signal that belong to the same non-
ideal channel.
[0093] The correction apparatus disposed in the sep-
arated manner can make the correction apparatus and
the correction method provided in the embodiments of
this application more flexible to implement and can facil-
itate circuit manufacturing.
[0094] The correction apparatus and the correction
method in the embodiments of this application may be
applied in a plurality of scenarios, for example, the fore-
going described scenarios of nonlinearity, IQ imbalance,
channel flatness, a channel delay error, a channel group
delay ripple, and the like.
[0095] It may be understood that the correction appa-
ratus in this embodiment of this application may be ap-
plied to devices such as a base station and a Wi-Fi (Wire-
less-Fidelity, wireless fidelity) router.
[0096] The correction apparatus in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 4 may be applied to the HBF architecture.
The correction apparatus and the correction method in
the embodiments of this application are used in the HBF
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architecture, to improve output linearity and efficiency of
a power amplifier.
[0097] In the HBF architecture, the correction appara-
tus and the correction method in the embodiments of this
application have the following key points:

(1) The correction apparatus and the correction
method are applicable to power amplifier predistor-
tion in the HBF architecture and can support an ar-
chitecture in which a quantity of digital transmit chan-
nels is far less than a quantity of PAs and a quantity
of antenna channels.
(2) A function in which one correction channel sup-
ports linearization of a plurality of PAs can be imple-
mented. In addition, performance is significantly
higher than that of another solution.
(3) A system architecture/circuit solution design en-
sures consistency between a plurality of power am-
plifiers.
(4) Amplitude phase consistency of a transmit chan-
nel and a receive channel can be ensured through
calibration, thereby ensuring an HBF beam direction
and nulling (nulling) performance.

[0098] For details, refer to the following descriptions.
[0099] When the correction apparatus shown in FIG.
4 is applied to the HBF architecture, the first adjustment
module is a digital predistortion module, the second ad-
justment module is a nonlinear adjustment module, the
correction calculation module is a hybrid beamforming
HBF predistortion calculation module, the first adjust-
ment parameter is a digital predistortion parameter, the
second adjustment parameter is an analog nonlinear cor-
rection parameter, the drive signal is a digital I/Q complex
signal, the non-ideal channel is an analog channel, and
the channel signal is a radio frequency signal.
[0100] As shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B, the correction
apparatus includes a digital channel and a plurality of
analog channels. The digital channel is separately con-
nected to the plurality of analog channels. The correction
apparatus further includes a correction channel. The cor-
rection channel may obtain an output signal of an analog
channel.
[0101] A digital gain adjustment module, a digital
phase adjustment module, a digital predistortion module,
a digital-to-analog converter, and an up-converter are
sequentially connected on the digital channel. An input
end of the digital channel is connected to a digital signal
transmitter, and an output end of the digital channel is
connected to the plurality of analog channels. An input
end of the digital-to-analog converter is connected to the
digital predistortion module, and an output end of the
digital-to-analog converter is separately connected to a
plurality of nonlinear adjustment module. In this embod-
iment of this application, the digital-to-analog converter
is connected to the plurality of nonlinear adjustment mod-
ules on the analog channels by using the up-converter.
[0102] It may be understood that a location of the digital

gain adjustment module and that of the digital phase ad-
justment module may be changed on the digital channel.
[0103] The digital signal transmitter is configured to
generate a digital I (in-phase, in-phase)/Q (quadrature,
quadrature) complex signal.
[0104] The digital gain adjustment module is config-
ured to adjust a gain of the digital I/Q complex signal on
the digital channel.
[0105] The digital phase adjustment module is config-
ured to adjust a phase of the digital I/Q complex signal
on the digital channel.
[0106] The digital predistortion module is configured
to perform predistortion adjustment on the digital I/Q
complex signal based on the digital predistortion param-
eter, to uniformly compensate for nonlinearity of a plu-
rality of power amplifiers, and implement linearization of
the power amplifiers.
[0107] The DAC (Digital-Analog Converter, digital-to-
analog converter) is configured to convert a digital signal
to an analog signal.
[0108] The up-converter is configured to convert an
input signal with a specific frequency to an output signal
with a higher frequency. Information content and a mod-
ulation scheme of a signal are usually not changed.
[0109] A nonlinear adjustment module, an analog gain
adjustment module, an analog phase adjustment mod-
ule, and a power amplifier are sequentially disposed on
each analog channel. The analog gain adjustment mod-
ule and the analog phase adjustment module are close
to an input end of the power amplifier. The analog gain
adjustment is connected to the HBF predistortion calcu-
lation module. The analog phase adjustment module is
connected to the HBF predistortion calculation module.
[0110] One power amplifier is disposed on one analog
channel. The power amplifier is connected to an output
end of the nonlinear adjustment module. An output end
of each power amplifier is further connected to an anten-
na. Each analog channel obtains a radio frequency signal
from the digital channel. The nonlinear adjustment mod-
ule, the analog gain adjustment module, and the phase
adjustment module sequentially adjust the radio frequen-
cy signal, and then the power amplifier amplifies the radio
frequency signal and outputs the radio frequency signal
to the antenna. The output signal of the analog channel
is the output signal of the power amplifier. Because the
power amplifier has nonlinearity, the output signal of the
power amplifier has nonlinear distortion. Therefore, the
output signal of the power amplifier has an error value.
In other words, a factor in generation of the error value
of the output signal of the analog channel includes the
nonlinearity of the power amplifier.
[0111] It may be understood that a sequence of the
analog gain adjustment module, the analog phase ad-
justment module, and the nonlinear adjustment module
may be adjusted on each analog channel.
[0112] The nonlinear adjustment module is configured
to perform nonlinear adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on the analog nonlinear correction param-
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eter, to compensate for a part that is of the nonlinearity
of the power amplifier and that is not compensated by
the digital predistortion module. In other words, the non-
linear adjustment module on each analog channel com-
pensates again for the nonlinearity of the power amplifier
that belongs to the same analog channel with the non-
linear adjustment module, to compensate for the part that
is of the nonlinearity and that is not compensated by the
digital predistortion module.
[0113] The analog gain adjustment module is config-
ured to perform gain adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on the analog gain adjustment parameter,
so that gain responses of radio frequency signals of dif-
ferent analog channels are consistent after the adjust-
ment performed by the analog gain adjustment module.
[0114] The analog phase adjustment module is con-
figured to perform phase adjustment on the radio fre-
quency signal based on the analog phase adjustment
parameter, so that phase responses of radio frequency
signals of different analog channels are consistent after
the adjustment performed by the analog phase adjust-
ment module.
[0115] The power amplifier is configured to amplify and
output a high-power radio frequency signal.
[0116] The correction apparatus further includes the
correction channel. The correction channel includes the
HBF predistortion calculation module, an analog-to-dig-
ital converter, a down-converter, and a switch module.
The switch module is disposed between the HBF predis-
tortion calculation module and output ends of the plurality
of power amplifiers. Specifically, the switch module is
coupled to the output end of each power amplifier, or is
coupled to the last stage of antenna port of each analog
channel. The down-converter is connected to the switch
module. An input end of the analog-to-digital converter
is connected to the down-converter, and an output end
of the analog-to-digital converter is connected to the HBF
predistortion calculation module. The HBF predistortion
calculation module is further separately connected to the
digital predistortion module, the nonlinear adjustment
module, the analog gain adjustment module, and the an-
alog phase adjustment module. The HBF predistortion
calculation module may further obtain the digital I/Q com-
plex signal input to the digital predistortion module.
[0117] The switch module is configured to: select an
output signal of one of the plurality of analog channels in
a time-division manner, and output the output signal of
the power amplifier to the down-converter, so that the
HBF predistortion calculation module obtains the output
signal of the analog channel.
[0118] The down-converter is configured to: reduce a
carrier frequency of a signal, or directly remove a carrier
frequency to obtain a baseband signal.
[0119] The ADC (Analog-Digital Converter, analog-to-
digital converter) is configured to convert an analog sig-
nal to a digital signal.
[0120] The HBF predistortion calculation module is
configured to obtain parameters through calculation. The

parameters may be different in different embodiments.
For example, the HBF predistortion calculation module
may obtain a digital predistortion parameter, an analog
nonlinear correction parameter, an analog gain adjust-
ment parameter, and an analog phase adjustment pa-
rameter through calculation. For details about the calcu-
lated parameters, refer to a correction method in the fol-
lowing embodiments.
[0121] A work procedure of the correction apparatus
is as follows:

(1) Generation of a drive signal

[0122] The digital signal transmitter generates the dig-
ital I/Q complex signal, and the digital signal transmitter
inputs the digital I/Q complex signal to the digital channel.
The digital I/Q complex signal is the drive signal of the
correction apparatus in this embodiment of this applica-
tion.

(2) Transmission of the drive signal on the digital channel

[0123] On the digital channel, the digital gain adjust-
ment module and the digital phase adjustment module
adjust the digital I/Q complex signal, and then, the ad-
justed signal is separately input to the digital predistortion
module and the HBF predistortion calculation module.
The digital predistortion module performs predistortion
adjustment on the obtained digital I/Q complex signal, to
compensate for the nonlinearity of the power amplifiers
on the plurality of analog channels connected to the dig-
ital predistortion module. Then, the digital predistortion
module outputs the adjusted digital I/Q complex signal
to the digital-to-analog converter, and the digital-to-ana-
log converter converts the digital I/Q complex signal to
an analog I/Q signal. Then, the up-converter performs
up-conversion on the analog I/Q signal to obtain a radio
frequency signal, and outputs the radio frequency signal
to each analog channel. It may be learned that the radio
frequency signal is obtained based on the digital I/Q com-
plex signal adjusted by the digital predistortion module.

(3) Transmission of the drive signal on the analog channel

[0124] On each analog channel, the nonlinear adjust-
ment module performs nonlinear adjustment on the ob-
tained radio frequency signal, to further compensate for
the nonlinearity of the power amplifier on the analog
channel to which the nonlinear adjustment module be-
longs. The analog gain adjustment module further per-
forms gain adjustment on the radio frequency signal ad-
justed by the nonlinear adjustment module, and the an-
alog phase adjustment module performs phase adjust-
ment on the radio frequency signal. Then, the radio fre-
quency signal is input to the power amplifier. The power
amplifier amplifies the radio frequency signal and outputs
the radio frequency signal to the antenna. The antenna
sends the signal. The power amplifier has nonlinearity.
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As an input power increases, nonlinear distortion gener-
ally occurs on the output signal. However, after the non-
linearity compensation performed by the digital predis-
tortion module and the nonlinear adjustment module in
advance, linearity of the signal output by the power am-
plifier is improved, to alleviate impact of the nonlinearity
on radio frequency performance and maintain relatively
high efficiency of the amplifier as much as possible.

(4) Work procedure of the correction channel

[0125] To cooperate with adjustment operations of the
adjustment modules, on the correction channel, a feed-
back signal is obtained by sampling the output signal of
the power amplifier. In other words, the feedback signal
is the output signal of the analog channel. Specifically,
when the power amplifier outputs a signal, the output
signal of the power amplifier on each analog channel is
fed back to the switch module on the correction channel
through coupling. In other words, the switch module col-
lects and obtains the feedback signal of each analog
channel. The feedback signal is obtained by collecting
the output signal of the power amplifier. Then, the switch
module outputs the collected feedback signal to the HBF
predistortion calculation module in a time-division man-
ner through the down-converter and the analog-to-digital
converter, so that the HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule obtains the feedback signal. In this case, the feedback
signal is adjusted by the down-converter, and the adjust-
ed signal is converted to a digital signal by the analog-
to-digital converter. In other words, the HBF predistortion
calculation module obtains the feedback signal in a digital
form. The HBF predistortion calculation module is further
connected to an output end of the digital phase adjust-
ment module, so that the predistortion calculation module
further obtains the digital I/Q complex signal output by
the digital phase adjustment module. The digital predis-
tortion module is also connected to the output end of the
digital phase adjustment module, to obtain the digital I/Q
complex signal. Therefore, the digital I/Q complex signal
obtained by the HBF predistortion calculation module is
the same as the digital I/Q complex signal obtained by
the digital predistortion module.
[0126] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
obtain feedback signals of the plurality of analog chan-
nels and the digital I/Q complex signal input to the digital
predistortion module. The HBF predistortion calculation
module may be configured to obtain the digital predistor-
tion parameter, the analog gain adjustment parameter,
the analog phase adjustment parameter, and the analog
nonlinear correction parameter through calculation.
[0127] Specifically, the HBF predistortion calculation
module may obtain the digital predistortion parameter
through calculation based on the feedback signal of any
analog channel and the digital I/Q complex signal. The
HBF predistortion calculation module outputs the digital
predistortion parameter to the digital predistortion mod-
ule, so that the digital predistortion module performs pre-

distortion adjustment on the digital I/Q complex signal
based on the digital predistortion parameter, to uniformly
compensate for the nonlinearity of the plurality of power
amplifiers. In this case, the digital predistortion module
uniformly adjusts the nonlinearity of the plurality of power
amplifiers connected to the digital predistortion module.
[0128] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
further obtain the analog gain adjustment parameter
and/or the analog phase adjustment parameter through
calculation based on the feedback signal. For example,
the analog gain adjustment parameter and the analog
phase adjustment parameter may be obtained through
calculation based on the obtained feedback signals of
the plurality of analog channels, or the analog gain ad-
justment parameter and the analog phase adjustment
parameter may be obtained through calculation based
on the obtained digital I/Q complex signal and the feed-
back signal. For a specific implementation process, refer
to the following corresponding description. Then, the
HBF predistortion calculation module outputs the analog
gain adjustment parameter to the analog gain adjustment
module, so that the analog gain adjustment module per-
forms gain adjustment on the radio frequency signal
based on the analog gain adjustment parameter; and the
HBF predistortion calculation module outputs the analog
phase adjustment parameter to the analog phase adjust-
ment module, so that the analog phase adjustment mod-
ule performs phase adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on the analog phase adjustment parameter.
In this way, in an architecture of combining the single
digital channel and the plurality of analog channels, gain
correction and phase correction for the plurality of analog
channels may be implemented, thereby ensuring beam-
forming directionality and nulling performance.
[0129] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
further obtain the nonlinear correction parameter through
calculation, may obtain the nonlinear correction param-
eter through calculation based on the digital I/Q complex
signal and the feedback signal of the analog channel, or
may obtain the nonlinear correction parameter through
calculation based on an input signal and an output signal
that belong to a same analog channel. For a specific cal-
culation process, refer to the description in the foregoing
embodiment.
[0130] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
be implemented in an integrated manner, or in a sepa-
rated manner. In an embodiment of the separated man-
ner, the HBF predistortion calculation module includes a
first calculation unit and a second calculation unit. The
first calculation unit is connected to the digital predistor-
tion module. The second calculation unit is connected to
the nonlinear adjustment module, and the second calcu-
lation unit is further connected to the input end of each
analog channel. The first calculation unit is configured to
obtain the digital predistortion parameter through calcu-
lation based on the output signal of the analog channel
and the digital I/Q complex signal. The second calculation
unit is configured to obtain the analog nonlinear correc-
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tion parameter through calculation based on an output
signal and an input signal that belong to a same analog
channel. In other words, the HBF predistortion calculation
module may obtain the digital predistortion parameter
and the analog nonlinear correction parameter through
calculation by using two different calculation modules. In
this case, the first calculation module and the second
calculation module may not be connected to each other.
[0131] In some embodiments, the first calculation unit
and the second calculation unit may alternatively be con-
nected to each other to exchange data. When the first
calculation unit interacts with the second calculation unit,
the two calculation modules perform joint processing to
obtain better performance. For example, a compensation
parameter for the first adjustment module may be learned
when a parameter for the second adjustment module is
calculated. In this case, during calculation modeling, a
response for this part may be added, so that joint calcu-
lation can achieve a better nonlinear correction effect.
[0132] In this way, the digital predistortion parameter
and the analog nonlinear correction parameter that are
obtained through calculation are more accurate.
[0133] The power amplifier has nonlinearity. The cor-
rection apparatus provided in this embodiment of this ap-
plication can compensate for the nonlinearity of the pow-
er amplifier, that is, perform a linearization operation on
the power amplifier. Input signals of the plurality of analog
channels come from the same digital channel. Therefore,
on the digital channel, after the digital predistortion mod-
ule adjusts the digital I/Q complex signal, signals ob-
tained by the power amplifiers on the plurality of analog
channels all come from signals output after the adjust-
ment performed by the digital predistortion module. The
digital predistortion module may uniformly adjust the non-
linearity of the plurality of power amplifiers connected to
the digital predistortion module on the digital channel, to
improve efficiency of nonlinearity compensation.
[0134] However, each analog channel may be subject
to a different noise factor. For example, power amplifiers
on different analog channels are in different ambient tem-
peratures. Therefore, the different power amplifiers have
different nonlinearity. The digital predistortion module
uniformly adjusts, on the digital channel, the nonlinearity
of the plurality of different power amplifiers, and differ-
ences between the nonlinearity of the different power am-
plifiers cannot be adjusted by the digital predistortion
module. However, the nonlinear adjustment module may
perform nonlinearity compensation again for the power
amplifier on the analog channel to which the nonlinear
adjustment module belongs. Specifically, the nonlinear
adjustment module performs, based on the analog non-
linear adjustment parameter, nonlinear adjustment on
the radio frequency signal obtained by the analog chan-
nel to which the nonlinear adjustment module belongs,
to compensate for a difference of the nonlinearity of the
power amplifier on the analog channel. The difference of
the nonlinearity is a part that is of the nonlinearity of the
power amplifier and that is not compensated by the digital

predistortion module, namely, nonlinearity that is of the
power amplifier on the analog channel and that is not
compensated after the adjustment performed by the dig-
ital predistortion module. In this way, on each analog
channel, the nonlinear adjustment module may further
compensate for the nonlinearity of the power amplifier
on the analog channel.
[0135] The nonlinear adjustment module performs
nonlinearity compensation on the radio frequency signal
based on the analog nonlinear correction parameter, to
further compensate for the nonlinearity of the power am-
plifier on this analog channel after the digital predistortion
compensation. After the adjustment performed by the
nonlinear adjustment module, the differences that are of
the nonlinearity of the power amplifiers on the different
analog channels and that are not compensated by the
digital predistortion module are compensated, to improve
an effect of nonlinearity compensation.
[0136] In this way, according to the correction appara-
tus in this embodiment of this application, compensation
efficiency is improved, and the nonlinearity of each power
amplifier is adaptively compensated, to improve accura-
cy of nonlinearity compensation. To be specific, in the
architecture of combining the single digital channel and
the plurality of analog channels, nonlinear distortion of
the plurality of analog channels in HBF can be corrected
with high performance, and nonlinear correction perform-
ance and consistency performance of PAs on a plurality
of channels can be ensured. In addition, according to the
correction apparatus in this embodiment of this applica-
tion, hardware implementation resources are greatly re-
duced. In comparison with a conventional DBF calibra-
tion solution, in the HBF architecture, a requirement for
a quantity of digital channels is lowered. The quantity of
digital channels may be far less than a quantity of PAs
and a quantity of antennas at a front end.
[0137] In addition, according to the correction appara-
tus in this embodiment of this application, a complex mod-
el is decomposed into a single-channel digital predistor-
tion model and a multi-channel analog nonlinear model,
that is, decomposed into a digital channel for digital pre-
distortion adjustment and a plurality of analog channels
for nonlinear adjustment, thereby reducing global mod-
eling complexity of the correction apparatus. In a model
decomposition manner, a global optimal convergence
solution is avoided, and DPD modeling resources can be
further reduced. The correction apparatus in this embod-
iment of this application can compensate for differences
between different PAs, and final correction performance
is better than that of the global optimal convergence so-
lution.
[0138] The switch unit that collects the output signals
of the power amplifiers through coupling in a time-division
manner is disposed, so that time-division feedback of the
plurality of power amplifiers can be implemented. When
a quantity of hardware channels is reduced, the correc-
tion apparatus in this embodiment of this application can
still obtain ideal correction performance.
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[0139] In some embodiments of this application, the
correction apparatus may not include the analog gain
adjustment module or the analog phase adjustment mod-
ule, or includes either the analog gain adjustment module
or the analog phase adjustment module.
[0140] In some embodiments of this application, the
correction apparatus may not include the up-converter
or the down-converter. For example, a digital-to-analog
converter with a high sampling rate directly converts a
digital signal to a radio frequency signal, and the up-con-
verter is not needed. Alternatively, an analog-to-digital
converter with a high sampling rate directly converts a
radio frequency signal to a digital signal, and the down-
converter is not needed.
[0141] In some embodiments of this application, a plu-
rality of correction apparatuses in foregoing embodiment
may be integrated. To be specific, in some embodiments
of this application, the correction apparatus may include
a plurality of drive channels, where each drive channel
is connected to a plurality of non-ideal channels, one
drive channel and the plurality of non-ideal channels con-
nected to the drive channel form a unit, and the unit is
the correction apparatus in the embodiment shown in
FIG. 4. For example, the correction apparatus includes
a plurality of digital channels, each digital channel is con-
nected to a plurality of analog channels, and one digital
channel and the plurality of analog channels connected
to the digital channel form the correction apparatus in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B.
[0142] In conclusion, the digital predistortion module
can implement high-performance nonlinear correction for
the plurality of analog channels, the plurality of nonlinear
adjustment modules can implement correction on non-
linearity differences between the PAs on the plurality of
analog channels, and the plurality of analog gain adjust-
ment modules and the plurality of analog phase adjust-
ment modules can implement gain calibration and phase
calibration for the plurality of analog channels.
[0143] For manners for calculating some parameters
in the foregoing correction apparatus, refer to the follow-
ing description. The foregoing parameters are mainly cal-
culated by the correction calculation module or the HBF
predistortion calculation module.
[0144] Referring to FIG. 8, an embodiment of this ap-
plication further provides a correction method. The cor-
rection method in this embodiment of this application is
described by using an HBF architecture of nonlinear im-
balance. For the correction method, refer to the content
shown in the embodiment shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B.
[0145] The correction method in this embodiment of
this application is a specific implementation of the cor-
rection method in FIG. 5. In comparison with the correc-
tion method in the embodiment of FIG. 5, in the embod-
iment shown in FIG. 8, a first adjustment module is a
digital predistortion module, a second adjustment mod-
ule is a nonlinear adjustment module, a correction cal-
culation module is a hybrid beamforming HBF predistor-
tion calculation module, a first adjustment parameter is

a digital predistortion parameter, a second adjustment
parameter is an analog nonlinear correction parameter,
a drive signal is a digital I/Q complex signal, a non-ideal
channel is an analog channel, and a channel signal is a
radio frequency signal.
[0146] To be specific, the correction method in this em-
bodiment of this application is applied to the hybrid beam-
forming HBF predistortion calculation module in a cor-
rection apparatus. The correction apparatus includes the
digital predistortion module, a plurality of nonlinear ad-
justment modules, the HBF predistortion calculation
module, and a plurality of analog channels. One nonlin-
ear adjustment module is disposed on one analog chan-
nel. The digital predistortion module is connected to each
analog channel. The HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule is separately connected to the digital distortion mod-
ule and the plurality of nonlinear adjustment module. The
HBF predistortion calculation module is connected to an
output end of each analog channel. For more details of
description of the correction apparatus, refer to the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B.
[0147] Referring to FIG. 8, the method in this embod-
iment of this application includes the following steps:
Step 801: The HBF predistortion calculation module ob-
tains the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0148] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
obtain the digital I/Q complex signal. The digital I/Q com-
plex signal is the same as a digital I/Q complex signal
obtained by the digital predistortion module.
[0149] For example, as shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B,
the HBF predistortion calculation module is connected
to an output end of the digital phase adjustment module.
The output end of the digital phase adjustment module
is further connected to the digital predistortion module,
so that the digital phase adjustment module can output
the digital I/Q complex signal to the digital predistortion
module and the HBF predistortion calculation module.
[0150] Step 802: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains a feedback signal of an analog channel.
[0151] The feedback signal of the analog channel is
an output signal of the analog channel. In this embodi-
ment of this application, the output signal of the analog
channel is an output signal of a power amplifier. Because
the power amplifier has nonlinearity, the output signal of
the power amplifier has an error value.
[0152] Specifically, the feedback signal is obtained by
sampling the output signal of the analog channel. A cor-
rection channel is connected to the plurality of analog
channels. The HBF predistortion calculation module on
the correction channel may obtain feedback signals of
the plurality of analog channels.
[0153] In some embodiments, the HBF predistortion
calculation module needs to calculate the nonlinear cor-
rection parameter based on the feedback signal. Nonlin-
ear adjustment modules on different analog channels
need to adjust radio frequency signals based on different
nonlinear correction parameters. Therefore, to obtain a
nonlinear correction parameter applicable to an analog
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channel through calculation, the HBF predistortion cal-
culation module needs to obtain a feedback signal of the
analog channel. In other words, the HBF predistortion
calculation module needs to calculate different analog
nonlinear correction parameters based on feedback sig-
nals of different analog channels. For example, to obtain
a nonlinear correction parameter applicable to a target
analog channel through calculation in step 807, the HBF
predistortion calculation module needs to obtain a feed-
back signal of the target analog channel in step 802. The
target analog channel is one of the plurality of analog
channels.
[0154] In some embodiments, the HBF predistortion
calculation module needs to calculate the digital predis-
tortion parameter based on the feedback signal. The dig-
ital predistortion module may uniformly perform, based
on the digital predistortion parameter, nonlinearity com-
pensation for the plurality of power amplifiers connected
to the digital predistortion module. In this case, the feed-
back signal obtained by the HBF predistortion calculation
module may be a feedback signal of any one of the plu-
rality of analog channels.
[0155] Step 803: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the digital predistortion parameter
through calculation based on the feedback signal and
the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0156] After obtaining the digital I/Q complex signal
and the feedback signal, the HBF predistortion calcula-
tion module may obtain the digital predistortion parame-
ter through calculation based on the two parameters.
[0157] A specific calculation method may be: The HBF
predistortion calculation module obtains an ideal output
signal of the power amplifier through calculation based
on the digital I/Q complex signal. The ideal output signal
may be a signal with a preset value, and the feedback
signal is an output signal actually output by the power
amplifier. Then, the ideal output signal is compared with
the obtained feedback signal to obtain a comparison re-
sult. The digital predistortion parameter may be obtained
through calculation based on the comparison result. The
digital predistortion module performs reverse compen-
sation on the digital I/Q complex signal in advance based
on the digital predistortion parameter, so that the digital
I/Q complex signal passes through the digital predistor-
tion module and then passes through the power amplifier,
and the output signal of the power amplifier can obtain a
linear amplification result.
[0158] Step 804: The HBF predistortion calculation
module outputs the digital predistortion parameter to the
digital predistortion module.
[0159] After obtaining the digital predistortion param-
eter through calculation, the HBF predistortion calcula-
tion module outputs the digital predistortion parameter
to the digital predistortion module, so that the digital pre-
distortion module performs predistortion adjustment on
the digital I/Q complex signal based on the digital predis-
tortion parameter, to uniformly compensate for nonline-
arity of the plurality of power amplifiers.

[0160] Step 805: The HBF predistortion calculation
module iterates the digital predistortion parameter until
convergence.
[0161] The HBF predistortion calculation module out-
puts the digital predistortion parameter to the digital pre-
distortion module, and then a digital predistortion param-
eter of the digital predistortion module may be updated.
The digital predistortion parameter initially obtained by
the HBF predistortion calculation module through calcu-
lation may have no enough precision. Predistortion ad-
justment performed on the digital I/Q complex signal by
the digital predistortion module based on the digital pre-
distortion parameter that has no enough precision may
be not ideal. In this case, the HBF predistortion calcula-
tion module needs to perform calculation for a plurality
of times based on the feedback signals and the digital
I/Q complex signal, to obtain a plurality of digital predis-
tortion parameters, so that the digital predistortion mod-
ule obtains digital predistortion parameters for a plurality
of times to perform predistortion adjustment for a plurality
of times. In other words, the HBF predistortion calculation
module repeats the foregoing step 801 to step 805, to
achieve a best linearization effect of the power amplifiers.
[0162] It may be understood that step 805 may be not
included in some embodiments.
[0163] Step 801 to step 805 are a manner of obtaining
the digital predistortion parameter. The HBF predistortion
calculation module calculates the digital predistortion pa-
rameter. The digital predistortion module may obtain the
digital predistortion parameter from the HBF predistortion
calculation module, to perform predistortion adjustment
on the obtained digital I/Q complex signal based on the
digital predistortion parameter. The digital predistortion
parameter is calculated based on the feedback signal
and the digital I/Q complex signal. The feedback signal
is the output signal of the power amplifier. A signal am-
plified by the power amplifier comes from the digital I/Q
complex signal, so that the predistortion adjustment per-
formed by the digital predistortion module based on the
digital predistortion parameter corresponds to predistor-
tion characteristics of the power amplifier. The radio fre-
quency signals obtained on the plurality of analog chan-
nels come from the same digital I/Q complex signal.
Therefore, the nonlinearity of the plurality of power am-
plifiers connected to the digital predistortion module are
compensated through predistortion adjustment per-
formed by the digital predistortion module.
[0164] In some embodiments of this application, a spe-
cific implementation of calculating the digital predistortion
parameter by the HBF predistortion calculation module
may alternatively be implemented in the following man-
ner. To be specific, in step 802, the HBF predistortion
calculation module obtains an output signal of any analog
channel. In step 803, the HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the digital predistortion parameter
through calculation based on the output signal of any
analog channel and the digital I/Q complex signal. In oth-
er words, the HBF predistortion calculation module can
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obtain the digital predistortion parameter through calcu-
lation based on the feedback signal of any analog chan-
nel and the digital I/Q complex signal, without obtaining
the feedback signals of all the analog channels.
[0165] For example, as shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B,
a switch module performs selection in a time-division
manner. The switch module may collect an output signal
of a power amplifier on any channel as a feedback signal.
The collected feedback signal passes through a down-
converter and an analog-to-digital converter and then is
output to the HBF predistortion calculation module, so
that the HBF predistortion calculation module obtains a
feedback signal of any analog channel.
[0166] One digital channel corresponds to a plurality
of analog channels. The radio frequency signal input to
the plurality of analog channels comes from the digital
I/Q complex signal on the digital channel. In this case,
the digital predistortion module on the digital channel per-
forms predistortion adjustment on the obtained digital I/Q
complex signal based on the digital predistortion param-
eter, and implements uniform compensation for the non-
linearity of the power amplifiers on the plurality of analog
channels, that is, compensates for a same part of the
nonlinearity of the power amplifiers on the different ana-
log channels. Because a feedback signal of a power am-
plifier on any analog channel includes the same part of
the nonlinearity, the HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule may obtain the needed digital predistortion parameter
based on the feedback signal of any power amplifier.
[0167] The foregoing describes a specific method for
calculating a digital predistortion parameter. According
to the correction apparatus in this embodiment of this
application, the nonlinear adjustment module to needs
to perform nonlinearity compensation for the power am-
plifier for the second time. The nonlinear adjustment
module obtains the nonlinear correction parameter from
the HBF predistortion calculation module. In this case,
the HBF predistortion calculation module further needs
to perform the following steps:
Step 806: The HBF predistortion calculation module ob-
tains an input signal of the target analog channel.
[0168] To obtain, through calculation, analog nonlinear
correction parameters corresponding to different power
amplifiers, the HBF predistortion calculation module
needs to perform specific calculation based on parame-
ters of different analog channels. The input signal of the
analog channel may be a radio frequency signal input to
the analog channel. The target analog channel is one of
the plurality of analog channels connected to the digital
channel.
[0169] A manner in which the HBF predistortion calcu-
lation module obtains the input signal may be: The HBF
predistortion calculation module is coupled to an input
end of the analog channel to collect the input signal of
the analog channel.
[0170] It may be understood that, according to the cor-
rection method in this embodiment of this application,
output signals of the plurality of analog channels need to

be obtained to compensate for the nonlinearity of the
power amplifiers on the plurality of analog channels. Be-
cause analog channels may be different, power amplifi-
ers on the analog channels have different nonlinearity.
To compensate for differences between the nonlinearity
of the power amplifiers on the different analog channels,
an output signal and an input signal that belong to a same
analog channel need to be obtained, to obtain a nonlinear
correction parameter applicable to the analog channel
based on the output signal and the input signal that be-
long to the same analog channel. For accurate descrip-
tion, this embodiment shown in FIG. 8 describes one of
the plurality of analog channels. The selected analog
channel is referred to as the target analog channel. The
HBF predistortion calculation module further needs to
calculate a nonlinear correction parameter for another
analog channel. A process of calculating the nonlinear
correction parameter for the another analog channel is
the same as a process of calculating the nonlinear cor-
rection parameter for the target analog channel. Another
case may be analogous thereto.
[0171] Step 807: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the analog nonlinear correction param-
eter through calculation based on the input signal of the
target analog channel and the feedback signal of the tar-
get analog channel.
[0172] A specific calculation method may be: The HBF
predistortion calculation module obtains the ideal output
signal of the power amplifier on the target analog channel
through calculation based on the input signal of the target
analog channel. The ideal output signal may be a signal
with a preset value. The feedback signal of the target
analog channel is the output signal of the power amplifier.
Then, the HBF predistortion calculation module com-
pares the ideal output signal with the feedback signal, to
obtain a comparison result. The analog nonlinear correc-
tion parameter is obtained through calculation based on
the comparison result. The nonlinear adjustment module
may adjust the radio frequency signal of the target analog
channel based on the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter, so that the signal output by the power amplifier
based on the adjusted radio frequency signal obtains a
linearization effect.
[0173] For example, in some embodiments of this ap-
plication, step 807 includes the following steps.
[0174] Step A1: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains a difference value through calculation
based on the output signal and the input signal that be-
long to the same analog channel.
[0175] The difference value is a difference between
the output signal of the power amplifier on the analog
channel and the preset output signal in step A1. The out-
put signal of the power amplifier is the output signal of
the analog channel. The output signal of the power am-
plifier is an actual output signal. The preset output signal
is a linearized output signal of the power amplifier, and
may be an ideal output signal. The preset output signal
may be obtained through calculation based on the input
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signal of the analog channel. The difference value ob-
tained in such a way reflects a degree to which the radio
frequency signal of the analog channel is to be adjusted.
[0176] Step A2: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the analog nonlinear correction param-
eter through calculation by applying a cascaded predis-
tortion PD model to the difference value.
[0177] After obtaining the difference value, the HBF
predistortion calculation module obtains the analog non-
linear correction parameter through calculation based on
the difference value, and outputs the nonlinear correction
parameter to the nonlinear adjustment module, so that
the nonlinear adjustment module performs, based on an
indication of the analog nonlinear correction parameter,
predistortion adjustment on the radio frequency signal
on the analog channel to which the nonlinear adjustment
module belongs.
[0178] Step 808: The HBF predistortion calculation
module outputs the analog nonlinear correction param-
eter to the nonlinear adjustment module on the target
analog channel.
[0179] After obtaining the nonlinear correction param-
eter through calculation, the HBF predistortion calcula-
tion module outputs the nonlinear correction parameter
to the nonlinear adjustment module on the target analog
channel, so that the nonlinear adjustment module per-
forms nonlinear adjustment on the radio frequency signal
based on the analog nonlinear correction parameter, to
compensate for the part that is of the nonlinearity of the
power amplifier on the target analog channel and that is
not compensated by the digital predistortion module.
[0180] Step 809: The HBF predistortion calculation
module iterates the nonlinear correction parameter until
convergence.
[0181] In some embodiments of this application, the
HBF predistortion calculation module needs to iterate the
nonlinear correction parameter until convergence, to
make the nonlinear correction parameter obtained by the
HBF predistortion calculation module through calculation
more accurate, so that a better linearization effect is ob-
tained based on the nonlinear correction parameter.
[0182] The HBF predistortion calculation module out-
puts the nonlinear correction parameter to the nonlinear
adjustment module, and then a nonlinear correction pa-
rameter of the nonlinear adjustment module may be up-
dated. The nonlinear correction parameter initially ob-
tained by the HBF predistortion calculation module
through calculation may have no enough precision. Non-
linear adjustment performed on the radio frequency sig-
nal by the nonlinear adjustment module based on the
nonlinear correction parameter that has no enough pre-
cision may be not ideal. In this case, the HBF predistortion
calculation module needs to perform calculation for a plu-
rality of times based on the input signal and the feedback
signal, to obtain a plurality of nonlinear correction param-
eters, so that the nonlinear adjustment module obtains
nonlinear correction parameters for a plurality of times
to perform nonlinear adjustment for a plurality of times.

In other words, the HBF predistortion calculation module
repeats the foregoing step 802 in which the HBF predis-
tortion calculation module obtains the feedback signal of
the target analog channel, and step 806 to step 808, to
achieve a best linearization effect of the power amplifiers.
[0183] Step 809 may be not included in some embod-
iments of this application.
[0184] The foregoing step 802 and step 806 to step
809 are separately performed for different analog chan-
nels. In this way, the HBF predistortion calculation mod-
ule can obtain the analog nonlinear correction parameter
through calculation based on the output signal and the
input signal that belong to the same analog channel, and
output the analog nonlinear correction parameter to the
nonlinear adjustment module on the analog channel.
[0185] In this way, by performing the correction method
in this embodiment of this application, the HBF predis-
tortion calculation module can obtain the digital predis-
tortion parameter and the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter through calculation. Therefore, the digital pre-
distortion module adjusts a signal based on the digital
predistortion parameter, to compensate for the nonline-
arity of the plurality of power amplifiers; the nonlinear
adjustment module adjusts, based on the analog nonlin-
ear correction parameter, the radio frequency signal of
the analog channel on which the digital predistortion
module is located, to further compensate for the nonlin-
earity of the power amplifier on the analog channel.
[0186] In some embodiments of this application, the
HBF predistortion calculation module may obtain the dig-
ital predistortion parameter and the analog nonlinear cor-
rection parameter through calculation by using a same
component, or may separately obtain the digital predis-
tortion parameter and the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter through calculation by using separate compo-
nents. For example,
[0187] For example, the HBF predistortion calculation
module includes a first calculation unit and a second cal-
culation unit. The first calculation unit is connected to the
digital predistortion module. The second calculation unit
is connected to the nonlinear adjustment module, and
the second calculation unit is further connected to an
input end of each analog channel.
[0188] In this case, that the HBF predistortion calcula-
tion module obtains the output signal of the analog chan-
nel and the reference signal includes: The first calculation
unit obtains the output signal of the analog channel and
the digital I/Q complex signal; and the second calculation
unit obtains the output signal of the analog channel and
the input signal of the analog channel. In other words,
different parameters are separately obtained by using
the first calculation unit and the second calculation unit.
[0189] Therefore, the digital predistortion parameter
and the analog nonlinear correction parameter are sep-
arately calculated by different calculation units. For ex-
ample, the first calculation unit obtains the digital predis-
tortion parameter through calculation based on the output
signal of the analog channel and the digital I/Q complex
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signal; and the second calculation unit obtains the analog
nonlinear correction parameter through calculation
based on the output signal and the input signal that be-
long to the same analog channel.
[0190] The step in which the second calculation unit
obtains the analog nonlinear correction parameter
through calculation based on the output signal and the
input signal that belong to the same analog channel may
include: The second calculation unit obtains the differ-
ence value through calculation based on the output signal
and the input signal that belong to the same analog chan-
nel; and the second calculation unit obtains the analog
nonlinear correction parameter by applying the cascaded
predistortion PD model to the difference value.
[0191] It may be understood that, in the foregoing cor-
rection method, to obtain the analog nonlinear correction
parameter through calculation, the input signal of the an-
alog channel and the output signal of the analog channel
are used. In some embodiments, the analog nonlinear
correction parameter may be calculated by using the dig-
ital I/Q complex signal on the digital channel and the out-
put signal of the analog channel. The digital I/Q complex
signal is the same as the digital I/Q complex signal used
to calculate the digital predistortion parameter.
[0192] To be specific, referring to the embodiment
shown in FIG. 8, in some embodiments of this application,
the correction method may not include step 806. An im-
plementation of step 807 is: The HBF predistortion cal-
culation module obtains the analog nonlinear correction
parameter through calculation based on the digital I/Q
complex signal and the feedback signal of the target an-
alog channel. Then, the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter may be output to the nonlinear adjustment mod-
ule on the target analog channel.
[0193] In conclusion, the HBF predistortion calculation
module may obtain the analog nonlinear parameter
through calculation based on the output signal of the an-
alog channel and the reference signal. The reference sig-
nal may be the digital I/Q complex signal or the input
signal of the analog channel.
[0194] In some embodiments of this application, on
each analog channel, the correction apparatus further
includes an analog gain adjustment module and/or an
analog phase adjustment module. The analog gain ad-
justment module and/or the analog phase adjustment
module are/is close to an input end of the power amplifier.
The analog gain adjustment module is connected to the
HBF predistortion calculation module, and the analog
phase adjustment module is connected to the HBF pre-
distortion calculation module.
[0195] In this case, the correction method in this em-
bodiment of this application further includes the following
steps:

Step B1: The HBF predistortion calculation module
obtains an analog gain adjustment parameter and/or
an analog phase adjustment parameter through cal-
culation based on the output signal of the analog

channel.
Step B2: The HBF predistortion calculation module
outputs the analog gain adjustment parameter to the
analog gain adjustment module, so that the analog
gain adjustment module performs gain adjustment
on the radio frequency signal based on the analog
gain adjustment parameter.
Step B3: The HBF predistortion calculation module
outputs the analog phase adjustment parameter to
the analog phase adjustment module, so that the
analog phase adjustment module performs phase
adjustment on the radio frequency signal based on
the analog phase adjustment parameter.

[0196] The analog gain adjustment module performs
gain adjustment on the radio frequency signal and can
compensate for a gain difference of each analog channel,
so that gains of the analog channels are consistent. The
analog phase adjustment module performs phase ad-
justment on the radio frequency signal and compensates
for a phase difference of each analog channel, so that
phases of the analog channels are consistent. Through
work of the analog gain adjustment module and the an-
alog phase adjustment module, amplitude phase calibra-
tion for the plurality of analog channels connected to the
single digital channel can be completed.
[0197] Specifically, the analog gain adjustment param-
eter and the analog phase adjustment parameter may
be implemented in the following manners.

(1) Analog gain adjustment parameter

[0198] The analog gain adjustment is to make gains of
different analog channels consistent. The analog gain
adjustment parameter is specifically obtained in a plural-
ity of manners. Two examples of the manners are listed
herein.

Example 1: Calculated based on the feedback signal

[0199] Step C1: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the feedback signals of the plurality of
analog channels.
[0200] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
obtain feedback signals of different analog channels in
the foregoing described manner, for example, obtain the
feedback signals of the different analog channels in a
time-division manner by using the switch module.
[0201] Step C2: The HBF predistortion calculation
module calculates gain values of different analog chan-
nels based on each feedback signal.
[0202] Step C3: The HBF predistortion calculation
module calculates the analog gain adjustment parameter
of the analog channel based on the plurality of gain val-
ues.
[0203] After obtaining the gain values of the plurality
of analog channels, the HBF predistortion calculation
module compares the plurality of gain values, and calcu-
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lates analog gain adjustment parameters belonging to
different analog channels.
[0204] Step C4: The HBF predistortion calculation
module outputs the analog gain adjustment parameters
to analog gain adjustment modules on the different an-
alog channels.
[0205] After obtaining, through calculation, the analog
gain parameters belonging to the different analog chan-
nels, the HBF predistortion calculation module outputs
the analog gain parameters of the different analog chan-
nels to the analog gain adjustment modules on the cor-
responding analog channels. In this way, after the analog
gain adjustment module performs gain adjustment on the
radio frequency signal based on the obtained gain ad-
justment parameter, the gain values of the different an-
alog channels are the same.

Example 2: Calculated based on the feedback signal and 
the digital I/Q complex signal

[0206] Step D1: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0207] The HBF predistortion calculation module ob-
tains the digital I/Q complex signal before the digital pre-
distortion module. Radio frequency signals of the plurality
of analog channels come from the digital I/Q complex
signal.
[0208] Step D2: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the feedback signals of the plurality of
analog channels.
[0209] The HBF predistortion calculation module ob-
tains the feedback signals of the plurality of analog chan-
nels. The plurality of feedback signals come from the
digital I/Q complex signal in the foregoing step 01.
[0210] For example, at the output end of the power
amplifier, the correction channel collects the feedback
signal of each analog channel, and the feedback signal
is selected in a time-division manner by using the switch
module, and is input to the HBF predistortion calculation
module after being processed by the down-converter and
the digital-to-analog converter.
[0211] Step D3: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the analog gain adjustment parameter
of each analog channel through calculation based on the
feedback signal and the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0212] The HBF predistortion calculation module per-
forms calculation based on the plurality of feedback sig-
nals by using the digital I/Q complex signal as the refer-
ence signal, to obtain the plurality of gain adjustment pa-
rameters through calculation. Different analog channels
correspond to different gain adjustment parameters.
[0213] Step D4: The HBF predistortion calculation
module outputs the analog gain adjustment parameter
to the analog gain adjustment module.
[0214] The HBF predistortion calculation module out-
puts the corresponding analog gain adjustment param-
eters to the analog gain adjustment modules on the an-
alog channels. After obtaining the analog gain adjust-

ment parameter, the analog gain adjustment module per-
forms analog gain adjustment on the radio frequency sig-
nal on the analog channel based on the analog gain ad-
justment parameter, to compensate for an analog gain
difference, so that analog gains of radio frequency sig-
nals of different analog channels are consistent.

(2) Analog phase adjustment parameter

[0215] The analog phase adjustment is to make phas-
es of different analog channels consistent. The analog
phase adjustment parameter is specifically obtained in a
plurality of manners. Two examples of the manners are
listed herein.

Example 1: Calculated based on the feedback signal

[0216] Step E1: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the feedback signals of the plurality of
analog channels.
[0217] The HBF predistortion calculation module may
obtain feedback signals of different analog channels in
the foregoing described manner, for example, obtain the
feedback signals of the different analog channels in a
time-division manner by using the switch module.
[0218] Step E2: The HBF predistortion calculation
module calculates phase values of different analog chan-
nels based on each feedback signal.
[0219] Step E3: The HBF predistortion calculation
module calculates the analog phase adjustment param-
eter of the analog channel based on the plurality of phase
values.
[0220] After obtaining the phase values of the plurality
of analog channels, the HBF predistortion calculation
module compares the plurality of phase values, and cal-
culates analog phase adjustment parameters belonging
to different analog channels.
[0221] Step E4: The HBF predistortion calculation
module outputs the analog phase adjustment parame-
ters to the analog phase adjustment modules on the dif-
ferent analog channels.
[0222] After obtaining, through calculation, the analog
phase parameters belonging to the different analog chan-
nels, the HBF predistortion calculation module outputs
the analog phase parameters of the different analog
channels to the analog phase adjustment modules on
the corresponding analog channels. In this way, after the
analog phase adjustment module performs phase ad-
justment on the radio frequency signal based on the ob-
tained phase adjustment parameter, the phase values of
the different analog channels are the same.

Example 2: Calculated based on the feedback signal and 
the digital I/Q complex signal

[0223] Step F1: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0224] The HBF predistortion calculation module ob-
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tains the digital I/Q complex signal of the digital predis-
tortion module. Radio frequency signals of the plurality
of analog channels come from the digital I/Q complex
signal.
[0225] Step F2: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the feedback signals of the plurality of
analog channels.
[0226] The HBF predistortion calculation module ob-
tains the feedback signals of the plurality of analog chan-
nels. The plurality of feedback signals come from the
digital I/Q complex signal in the foregoing step 01.
[0227] For example, at the output end of the power
amplifier, the correction channel collects the feedback
signal of each analog channel, and the feedback signal
is selected in a time-division manner by using the switch
module, and is input to the HBF predistortion calculation
module after being processed by the down-converter and
the digital-to-analog converter.
[0228] Step F3: The HBF predistortion calculation
module obtains the analog phase adjustment parameter
of each analog channel through calculation based on the
feedback signal and the digital I/Q complex signal.
[0229] The HBF predistortion calculation module per-
forms calculation based on the plurality of feedback sig-
nals by using the digital I/Q complex signal as the refer-
ence signal, to obtain the plurality of phase adjustment
parameters through calculation. Different analog chan-
nels correspond to different phase adjustment parame-
ters.
[0230] Step F4: The HBF predistortion calculation
module outputs the analog phase adjustment parameter
to the analog phase adjustment module.
[0231] The HBF predistortion calculation module out-
puts the corresponding analog phase adjustment param-
eters to the analog phase adjustment modules on the
analog channels. After obtaining the analog phase ad-
justment parameter, the analog gain adjustment module
performs analog phase adjustment on the radio frequen-
cy signal on the analog channel based on the analog
phase adjustment parameter, to compensate for an an-
alog phase difference, so that analog phases of radio
frequency signals of different analog channels are con-
sistent.
[0232] The foregoing implementation is completed on-
line (in a system running process). In some embodiments
of this application, obtaining the analog phase adjust-
ment parameter and the analog gain adjustment param-
eter, and the analog phase adjustment and the analog
gain adjustment may alternatively be completed in an
offline static tabulating manner. For example, tests in dif-
ferent operating temperatures and states are conducted
during equipment manufacturing (for each device or for
a representative device, depending on consistency of
processing devices), to record various compensation val-
ues. During actual work, a table is read based on an
operating state reported by each sensor. Gain compen-
sation and phase compensation are performed based on
a table reading result. In the offline static tabulating im-

plementation, the analog phase adjustment module and
the analog gain adjustment module on each analog chan-
nel may not need to be connected to the HBF predistor-
tion calculation module.
[0233] In conclusion, the correction apparatus in this
embodiment of this application may adjust the phase and
the gain for the analog channel, so that the output signals
of the analog channels have the consistent phases and
the consistent gains, to ensure beamforming direction-
ality and nulling performance.
[0234] In some embodiments of this application, the
correction apparatus further includes an amplitude phase
correction module, a plurality of transmit channels, and
a plurality of receive channels. The transmit channel and
the receive channel each are connected to an antenna.
The transmit channel is the foregoing analog channel.
The transmit channel is used to transmit a radio frequen-
cy signal to the antenna. The receive channel is an analog
channel used to receive an antenna signal. One end of
the amplitude phase correction module is connected to
a port of the antenna; and the other end of the amplitude
phase correction module is connected to a channel on
which a signal is output to the plurality of transmit chan-
nels, and the other end of the amplitude phase correction
module is further connected to a channel on which a sig-
nal is obtained from the plurality of receive channels.
[0235] The amplitude phase correction module is con-
figured to: perform amplitude phase calibration on the
plurality of transmit channels, and perform amplitude
phase calibration on the plurality of receive channels.
[0236] A specific amplitude phase calibration proce-
dure is as follows:
[0237] Calibration of a transmit channel is used as an
example. Calibration for a plurality of channels may be
implemented by gradually enabling the transmit chan-
nels. The first two transmit channels are enabled, and
then corresponding phase weights are adjusted to max-
imize and minimize down-converted signals. It may be
considered that in this case, phase differences of a chan-
nel 2 and a channel 1 are 0° and 180°, respectively. In
addition, an amplitude value of the channel 2 is adjusted,
so that the following formula is met: 

[0238] Herein, maximize represents a maximum value,
output represents an output, delta represents a differ-
ence, and phase represents a phase. The formula is in-
terpreted as follows: @ indicates when ...; a numerator
in the formula represents an output signal when a phase
difference of the two channels is 0°; and a denominator
represents an output signal when a phase difference of
the two channels is 180°. The amplitude value is adjusted
in a calibration process, and a ratio of the two signals is
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recorded after comparison. When the signal ratio reach-
es a maximum value (maximize), it is considered that
amplitude calibration is completed.
[0239] In this way, the amplitude calibration of the two
channels can be completed. Amplitude phase calibration
of plurality of channels can be implemented in this way
step by step.
[0240] For amplitude phase calibration of the receive
channel, refer to the foregoing amplitude phase calibra-
tion of the transmit channel.
[0241] After the foregoing amplitude phase calibration
is completed, an HBF DPD calibration operation is per-
formed, to obtain better correction performance.
[0242] The foregoing correction apparatus may be
constructed by using electrical components. In some em-
bodiments of this application, the foregoing correction
apparatus may alternatively be constructed in a form of
a chip. For example, the correction apparatus in this em-
bodiment of this application is constructed in a form of a
multi-channel chip.
[0243] For example, the correction apparatus shown
in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B is implemented in a separated
manner. If a multi-channel chip is used, nonlinear adjust-
ment modules, analog gain adjustment modules, analog
phase adjustment modules, power amplifiers, and the
like on the plurality of analog channels may be packaged
into the chip. In other words, the transmit channel and
the receive channel are packaged in a form of a chip. In
this embodiment of this application, parts such as a cou-
pler and the switch module may be further packaged into
the chip. In other words, the correction channel is pack-
aged into the chip. An example is shown in FIG. 11.
[0244] The transmit channel and the receive channel
of the correction apparatus in this embodiment of this
application are packaged into the chip. The transmit
channel is used to transmit a signal, and the receive chan-
nel is used to receive a signal. The plurality of analog
channels of the correction apparatus shown in FIG. 7A
and FIG. 7B are a part of the transmit channel.
[0245] In some embodiments of this application, the
transmit channel and the receive channel are packaged
in a form of a chip, the chip includes the transmit channel
and the receive channel, and the amplitude phase cor-
rection module is separately connected to the transmit
channel and the receive channel by using a switching
switch. The switching switch is configured to connect the
amplitude phase correction module to the transmit chan-
nel and the receive channel in a time-division manner,
so that the amplitude phase correction module performs
amplitude phase calibration on the plurality of transmit
channels and performs amplitude phase calibration on
the plurality of receive channels in a time-division man-
ner. An example is shown in FIG. 9, while FIG. 11 is a
specific example. In this way, a same part used during
amplitude phase calibration performed on the transmit
channel and used during amplitude phase calibration
performed on the receive channel may be shared, there-
by reducing setting of the same part and reducing device

costs.
[0246] In some embodiments of this application, the
transmit channel and the receive channel are packaged
in a form of a chip, there are a plurality of chips, and each
chip includes a plurality of transmit channels or a plurality
of receive channels. In other words, the chip is a multi-
channel chip, as shown in FIG. 10. FIG. 11 is a specific
example. The amplitude phase correction module is con-
figured to: first perform amplitude phase calibration on
the plurality of transmit channels or the plurality of receive
channels in the chip, and then perform amplitude phase
calibration on the transmit channels or the receive chan-
nels in different chips. In this way, efficiency of amplitude
phase calibration can be improved.
[0247] In FIG. 11, Nonlinear adj represents a nonlinear
adjustment compensation part, Analog weight repre-
sents an analog weight of a phased array, a specific value
specified for the analog weight is expressed as WTX1,
WRX1, or the like, Coupler represents a coupler, and LO
represents a local oscillator.
[0248] In other words, in some embodiments of this
application, a multi-channel chip is used in the correction
apparatus, and a plurality of transmit channels and a plu-
rality of receive channels may be packaged into a plurality
of chips. In addition, an amplitude phase correction mod-
ule is connected to the plurality of chips. In a specific
process of amplitude phase calibration, amplitude phase
calibration may be performed on the transmit channel
and the receive channel in the chip, and then amplitude
phase calibration is performed on two channels in chips.
To be specific, calibration in the chip is first completed
by using an integrated circuit in the chip, then calibration
in different chips is completed by using the amplitude
phase calibration module, and finally calibration of all the
transmit channels and receive channels is implemented.
Such a manner simplifies an entire calibration process,
and can improve amplitude phase calibration efficiency
of the transmit channel and the receive channel in this
embodiment of this application. In addition, a chip/circuit
design combined with a self-calibration technology en-
sures that amplitudes of signals output by PAs on a plu-
rality of channels are similar.
[0249] For example, one DAC is connected to subse-
quent M chips, and each chip has N channels. In other
words, one DAC is connected to subsequent M x N trans-
mit channels. In this case, calibration may be performed
in the following manner, where M and N are positive in-
tegers.

1. Amplitude phase calibration of internal channels
of the M chips may be first started at the same time
or at different times. In consideration of efficiency,
the M chips may be calibrated at the same time. In
this way, it takes N-1 moments in total to complete
intra-chip calibration.
2. Amplitude phase calibration of channels in the M
chips is then performed. In each chip, only one chan-
nel needs to be selected and compared with one
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channel in another chip.

[0250] In this way, the amplitude phase calibration of
the analog channels of the correction apparatus takes
N-1+M-1 moments in total. If a conventional manner is
used, N x (M-1) moments are required for calibration.
When values of N and M are large, calibration efficiency
is significantly improved.
[0251] For amplitude phase calibration between re-
ceive channels, refer to the foregoing description. After
the amplitude phase calibration is completed, HBF DPD
calibration is then performed, to obtain better lineariza-
tion performance.
[0252] Packaging a channel such as the analog chan-
nel of the correction apparatus into a chip can improve
consistency of the power amplifiers, to obtain better cal-
ibration performance. In addition, the power amplifier can
be linearized with better performance through inter-de-
vice calibration.

Specifically:

[0253]

(1) After the plurality of channels in this embodiment
of this application are packaged into a chip, a die-
sharing feature of the multi-channel chip may be
used, and a similarity between the plurality of power
amplifiers is obtained in physical implementation.
(2) Consistency comparison of amplitudes and phas-
es of the transmit channel and the receive channel
in the chip can be completed by a simple coupling
and switch design.

[0254] For the second point, for an amplitude phase
calibration process of the transmit channel and the re-
ceive channel, refer to the foregoing description. How-
ever, it should be noted that, depending on chip imple-
mentation precision, the step "The first two transmit chan-
nels are enabled, and then corresponding phase weights
are adjusted to maximize and minimize down-converted
signals. It may be considered that in this case, phase
differences of a channel 2 and a channel 1 are 0° and
180°, respectively" may alternatively be simplified as only
minimizing the signal and then recording the value as
180°, and a reverse configuration value of the analog
phase adjustment module is 0° by default.
[0255] In this way, with reference to a design of a circuit
and a chip calibration circuit, a problem of feature/output
power consistency for a plurality of PAs is resolved, to
ensure calibration performance of an HBF architecture.
Through a simple switch and coupling circuit design and
sum/difference signal comparison, chip design complex-
ity is reduced, and TX and RX amplitude and phase cal-
ibration for a plurality of channels of the circuit are com-
pleted, thereby ensuring beamforming directionality and
nulling performance. In addition, with reference to a com-
pensation model for a plurality of analog channels, ideal

correction performance can be obtained.
[0256] In addition, by using an architecture of combin-
ing the foregoing single drive channel and the plurality
of non-ideal channels, a chip-based design, and the like,
costs and power consumption of a device can be signif-
icantly reduced, and a result equivalent to that of a con-
ventional single-channel PD can be obtained.
[0257] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may
be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware,
or any combination thereof. When software is used to
implement the embodiments, the embodiments may be
implemented completely or partially in a form of a com-
puter program product.
[0258] The computer program product includes one or
more computer instructions. When the computer pro-
gram instructions are loaded and executed on the com-
puter, the procedure or functions according to the em-
bodiments of the present invention are all or partially gen-
erated. The computer may be a general-purpose com-
puter, a dedicated computer, a computer network, or an-
other programmable apparatus. The computer instruc-
tions may be stored in a computer-readable storage me-
dium or may be transmitted from one computer-readable
storage medium to another computer-readable storage
medium. For example, the computer instructions may be
transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data
center to another website, computer, server, or data cent-
er in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical
fiber, or a digital subscriber line (DSL)) or wireless (for
example, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The
computer-readable storage medium may be any usable
medium accessible by a computer, or a data storage de-
vice integrating one or more usable media, such as a
server or a data center. The usable medium may be a
magnetic medium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk,
or a magnetic tape), an optical medium (for example, a
DVD), a semiconductor medium (for example, a solid-
state disk, Solid State Disk (SSD)), or the like.

Claims

1. A correction apparatus, wherein
the correction apparatus comprises a first adjust-
ment module, a plurality of second adjustment mod-
ules, a correction calculation module, and a plurality
of non-ideal channels, one second adjustment mod-
ule is disposed on one non-ideal channel, the first
adjustment module is connected to each non-ideal
channel, the correction calculation module is sepa-
rately connected to the first adjustment module and
the plurality of second adjustment modules, the cor-
rection calculation module is connected to an output
end of each non-ideal channel, and the non-ideal
channel is such a channel that an output signal out-
put in response to a drive signal has an error value;
the correction calculation module is configured to ob-
tain a first adjustment parameter and a second ad-
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justment parameter through calculation based on the
output signal of the non-ideal channel and a refer-
ence signal, wherein the reference signal is obtained
based on the drive signal;
the first adjustment module is configured to adjust
the drive signal based on the first adjustment param-
eter, to uniformly correct error values of output sig-
nals of the plurality of non-ideal channels; and
the second adjustment module on each non-ideal
channel is configured to adjust a channel signal
based on the second adjustment parameter, to cor-
rect a part that is of the error value and that is not
corrected by the first adjustment module, wherein
the channel signal is a signal that is input to the non-
ideal channel after the first adjustment module ad-
justs the drive signal.

2. The correction apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein
the reference signal comprises the drive signal and
the input signal of the non-ideal channel;
the correction calculation module comprises a first
calculation unit and a second calculation unit, the
first calculation unit is connected to the first adjust-
ment module, the second calculation unit is connect-
ed to the second adjustment module, and the second
calculation unit is further connected to an input end
of the non-ideal channel;
the first calculation unit is configured to obtain the
first adjustment parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the non-ideal channel
and the drive signal; and
the second calculation unit is configured to obtain
the second adjustment parameter through calcula-
tion based on an output signal and an input signal
that belong to a same non-ideal channel.

3. The correction apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein
the first adjustment module is a digital predistortion
module;
the second adjustment module is a nonlinear adjust-
ment module;
the correction calculation module is a hybrid beam-
forming HBF predistortion calculation module;
the first adjustment parameter is a digital predistor-
tion parameter;
the second adjustment parameter is an analog non-
linear correction parameter;
the drive signal is a digital I/Q complex signal;
the non-ideal channel is an analog channel;
the channel signal is a radio frequency signal;
the correction apparatus further comprises a digital-
to-analog converter and a plurality of power amplifi-
ers, one power amplifier is disposed on one analog
channel, the power amplifier is connected to an out-
put end of the nonlinear adjustment module, an input
end of the digital-to-analog converter is connected

to the digital predistortion module, an output end of
the digital-to-analog converter is separately connect-
ed to the plurality of nonlinear adjustment modules,
a factor in generation of the error value of the output
signal of the analog channel comprises nonlinearity
of the power amplifier, and the output signal of the
analog channel is an output signal of the power am-
plifier;
the digital predistortion module is configured to per-
form predistortion adjustment on the digital I/Q com-
plex signal based on the digital predistortion param-
eter, to uniformly compensate for nonlinearity of the
plurality of power amplifiers; and
the nonlinear adjustment module is configured to
perform nonlinear adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on the analog nonlinear correction pa-
rameter, to compensate for a part that is of the non-
linearity of the power amplifier and that is not com-
pensated by the digital predistortion module.

4. The correction apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
the HBF predistortion calculation module is further
configured to obtain the digital predistortion param-
eter through calculation based on an output signal
of any analog channel and the digital I/Q complex
signal.

5. The correction apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
the reference signal comprises the digital I/Q com-
plex signal and the input signal of the analog channel;
the HBF predistortion calculation module comprises
a first calculation unit and a second calculation unit,
the first calculation unit is connected to the digital
predistortion module, the second calculation unit is
connected to the nonlinear adjustment module, and
the second calculation unit is further connected to
an input end of each analog channel;
the first calculation unit is configured to obtain the
digital predistortion parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the analog channel and
the digital I/Q complex signal; and
the second calculation unit is configured to obtain
the analog nonlinear correction parameter through
calculation based on an output signal and an input
signal that belong to a same analog channel.

6. The correction apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
a switch module is further disposed between the HBF
predistortion calculation module and output ends of
the plurality of power amplifiers in the correction ap-
paratus; and
the switch module is configured to select an output
signal of one of the plurality of analog channels in a
time-division manner, so that the HBF predistortion
calculation module obtains the output signal of the
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analog channel.

7. The correction apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
on each analog channel, the correction apparatus
further comprises an analog gain adjustment module
and/or an analog phase adjustment module, the an-
alog gain adjustment module and/or the analog
phase adjustment module are/is close to an input
end of the power amplifier, the analog gain adjust-
ment module is connected to the HBF predistortion
calculation module, and the analog phase adjust-
ment module is connected to the HBF predistortion
calculation module;
the analog gain adjustment module is configured to
perform gain adjustment on the radio frequency sig-
nal based on an analog gain adjustment parameter;
the analog phase adjustment module is configured
to perform phase adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on an analog phase adjustment param-
eter; and
the HBF predistortion calculation module is further
configured to obtain the analog gain adjustment pa-
rameter and/or the analog phase adjustment param-
eter through calculation based on the output signal
of the analog channel.

8. The correction apparatus according to any one of
claims 3 to 7, wherein
the correction apparatus further comprises an am-
plitude phase correction module, a plurality of trans-
mit channels, and a plurality of receive channels, the
transmit channel and the receive channel each are
connected to an antenna, the transmit channel is the
analog channel, the receive channel is an analog
channel used to receive an antenna signal, one end
of the amplitude phase correction module is connect-
ed to a port of the antenna, the other end of the am-
plitude phase correction module is connected to a
channel on which a signal is output to the plurality
of transmit channels, and the other end of the am-
plitude phase correction module is further connected
to a channel on which a signal is obtained from the
plurality of receive channels; and
the amplitude phase correction module is configured
to: perform amplitude phase calibration on the plu-
rality of transmit channels, and perform amplitude
phase calibration on the plurality of receive channels.

9. The correction apparatus according to claim 8,
wherein
the transmit channel and the receive channel are
packaged in a form of a chip;
the chip comprises the transmit channel and the re-
ceive channel, and the amplitude phase correction
module is separately connected to the transmit chan-
nel and the receive channel by using a switching
switch; and

the switching switch is configured to connect the am-
plitude phase correction module to the transmit
channel and the receive channel in a time-division
manner, so that the amplitude phase correction mod-
ule performs amplitude phase calibration on the plu-
rality of transmit channels and performs amplitude
phase calibration on the plurality of receive channels
in a time-division manner.

10. The correction apparatus according to claim 8,
wherein
the transmit channel and the receive channel are
packaged in a form of a chip;
there are a plurality of chips, and each chip compris-
es the plurality of transmit channels or the plurality
of receive channels; and
the amplitude phase correction module is configured
to: first perform amplitude phase calibration on the
plurality of transmit channels or the plurality of re-
ceive channels in the chip, and then perform ampli-
tude phase calibration on the transmit channels or
the receive channels in different chips.

11. A correction method, wherein
the method is applied to a correction calculation
module in a correction apparatus;
the correction apparatus comprises a first adjust-
ment module, a plurality of second adjustment mod-
ules, the correction calculation module, and a plu-
rality of non-ideal channels, one second adjustment
module is disposed on one non-ideal channel, the
first adjustment module is connected to each non-
ideal channel, the correction calculation module is
separately connected to the first adjustment module
and the plurality of second adjustment modules, the
correction calculation module is connected to an out-
put end of each non-ideal channel, and the non-ideal
channel is such a channel that an output signal out-
put in response to a drive signal has an error value;
and
the method comprises:

obtaining, by the correction calculation module,
the output signal of the non-ideal channel and a
reference signal, wherein the reference signal
is obtained based on the drive signal;
obtaining, by the correction calculation module,
a first adjustment parameter and a second ad-
justment parameter through calculation based
on the output signal of the non-ideal channel and
the reference signal;
outputting, by the correction calculation module,
the first adjustment parameter to the first adjust-
ment module, so that the first adjustment module
adjusts the drive signal based on the first adjust-
ment parameter, to uniformly correct error val-
ues of output signals of the plurality of non-ideal
channels; and
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outputting, by the correction calculation module,
the second adjustment parameter to the second
adjustment module on each non-ideal channel,
so that the second adjustment module on each
non-ideal channel adjusts a channel signal
based on the second adjustment parameter, to
correct a part that is of the error value and that
is not corrected by the first adjustment module,
wherein the channel signal is a signal that is in-
put to the non-ideal channel after the first ad-
justment module adjusts the drive signal.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein
the reference signal comprises the drive signal and
the input signal of the non-ideal channel;
the correction calculation module comprises a first
calculation unit and a second calculation unit, the
first calculation unit is connected to the first adjust-
ment module, the second calculation unit is connect-
ed to the second adjustment module, and the second
calculation unit is further connected to an input end
of the non-ideal channel; and
the obtaining, by the correction calculation module,
a first adjustment parameter and a second adjust-
ment parameter through calculation based on the
output signal of the non-ideal channel and the refer-
ence signal comprises:

obtaining, by the first calculation unit, the first
adjustment parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the non-ideal chan-
nel and the drive signal; and
obtaining, by the second calculation unit, the
second adjustment parameter through calcula-
tion based on an output signal and an input sig-
nal that belong to a same non-ideal channel.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein
the first adjustment module is a digital predistortion
module;
the second adjustment module is a nonlinear adjust-
ment module;
the correction calculation module is a hybrid beam-
forming HBF predistortion calculation module;
the first adjustment parameter is a digital predistor-
tion parameter;
the second adjustment parameter is an analog non-
linear correction parameter;
the drive signal is a digital I/Q complex signal;
the non-ideal channel is an analog channel;
the channel signal is a radio frequency signal;
the correction apparatus further comprises a digital-
to-analog converter and a plurality of power amplifi-
ers, one power amplifier is disposed on one analog
channel, the power amplifier is connected to an out-
put end of the nonlinear adjustment module, an input
end of the digital-to-analog converter is connected
to the digital predistortion module, an output end of

the digital-to-analog converter is separately connect-
ed to the plurality of nonlinear adjustment modules,
a factor in generation of the error value of the output
signal of the analog channel comprises nonlinearity
of the power amplifier, and the output signal of the
analog channel is an output signal of the power am-
plifier;
the outputting, by the correction calculation module,
the first adjustment parameter to the first adjustment
module comprises:

outputting, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, the digital predistortion parameter to
the digital predistortion module, so that the dig-
ital predistortion module performs predistortion
adjustment on the digital I/Q complex signal
based on the digital predistortion parameter, to
uniformly compensate for nonlinearity of the plu-
rality of power amplifiers; and
the outputting, by the correction calculation
module, the second adjustment parameter to
the second adjustment module on each non-ide-
al channel comprises:
outputting, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, the analog nonlinear correction param-
eter to the nonlinear adjustment module on each
analog channel, so that the nonlinear adjust-
ment module performs nonlinear adjustment on
the radio frequency signal based on the analog
nonlinear correction parameter, to compensate
for a part that is of the nonlinearity of the power
amplifier and that is not compensated by the dig-
ital predistortion module.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein
the obtaining, by the correction calculation module,
an output signal of the non-ideal channel comprises:

obtaining, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, an output signal of any analog channel;
and
the obtaining, by the correction calculation mod-
ule, a first adjustment parameter through calcu-
lation based on the output signal of the non-ideal
channel and the reference signal comprises:
obtaining, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, the digital predistortion parameter
through calculation based on the output signal
of any analog channel and the digital I/Q com-
plex signal.

15. The method according to claim 13, wherein
the reference signal comprises the digital I/Q com-
plex signal and the input signal of the analog channel;
the HBF predistortion calculation module comprises
a first calculation unit and a second calculation unit,
the first calculation unit is connected to the digital
predistortion module, the second calculation unit is
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connected to the nonlinear adjustment module, and
the second calculation unit is further connected to
an input end of each analog channel;
the obtaining, by the correction calculation module,
the output signal of the non-ideal channel and a ref-
erence signal comprises:

obtaining, by the first calculation unit, the output
signal of the analog channel and the digital I/Q
complex signal; and
obtaining, by the second calculation unit, the
output signal of the analog channel and the input
signal of the analog channel; and
the obtaining, by the correction calculation mod-
ule, a first adjustment parameter and a second
adjustment parameter through calculation
based on the output signal of the non-ideal chan-
nel and the reference signal comprises:

obtaining, by the first calculation unit, the
digital predistortion parameter through cal-
culation based on the output signal of the
analog channel and the digital I/Q complex
signal; and
obtaining, by the second calculation unit,
the analog nonlinear correction parameter
through calculation based on an output sig-
nal and an input signal that belong to a same
analog channel.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein
the obtaining, by the second calculation unit, the an-
alog nonlinear correction parameter through calcu-
lation based on an output signal and an input signal
that belong to a same analog channel comprises:

obtaining, by the second calculation unit, a dif-
ference value through calculation based on the
output signal and the input signal that belong to
the same non-ideal channel, wherein the differ-
ence value is a difference between an output
signal of the power amplifier on the analog chan-
nel and a preset output signal; and
obtaining, by the second calculation unit, the an-
alog nonlinear correction parameter through cal-
culation by applying a cascaded predistortion
PD model to the difference value.

17. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 16,
wherein
on each analog channel, the correction apparatus
further comprises an analog gain adjustment module
and/or an analog phase adjustment module, the an-
alog gain adjustment module and/or the analog
phase adjustment module are/is close to an input
end of the power amplifier, the analog gain adjust-
ment module is connected to the HBF predistortion
calculation module, and the analog phase adjust-

ment module is connected to the HBF predistortion
calculation module; and
the method further comprises:

obtaining, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, the analog gain adjustment parameter
and/or the analog phase adjustment parameter
through calculation based on the output signal
of the analog channel;
outputting, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, the analog gain adjustment parameter
to the analog gain adjustment module, so that
the analog gain adjustment module performs
gain adjustment on the radio frequency signal
based on the analog gain adjustment parame-
ter; and
outputting, by the HBF predistortion calculation
module, the analog phase adjustment parame-
ter to the analog phase adjustment module, so
that the analog phase adjustment module per-
forms phase adjustment on the radio frequency
signal based on the analog phase adjustment
parameter.
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